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Travelling not only widens your mind, it shapes it.
– Bruce Chatwin
Travel is an attitude, a state of mind.
It is not residence, it is motion.
– Paul Theroux
(…) une seule chose compte, envers et contre tous les
particularismes, c’est l’engrenage magnifique
qui s’appelle le monde.
– Ella Maillart
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The preparation of the case studies in this collection started before the
COVID-19 pandemic hit the world. Before the pandemic, tourism pressure,
crowding and carrying capacity issues (summarised in the oversimplified
term “overtourism”) were the topic of the day (Marques, 2021). The sudden
pandemic, however, came to impose lockdowns and severe travel restrictions. People stopped and started to look around more carefully, exploring
and unearthing realities so close to them that they had many times been
ignored. For many, it was an opportunity to claim a better way of travelling, a
slower and more sustainable form of mobility. But will these practices remain
in a post-pandemic world? Perhaps restrictions and pandemic challenges are
not sufficient to change mindsets and ways of conceiving, developing, and
living tourism experiences. Such work needs to be done on different fronts,
including educational contexts. The cases in this volume explore different
perspectives on travelling and tourism experiences, from cultural routes and
heritage to female residents’ perspectives on a neighbourhood.
In pre-pandemic times, a gap between tourists and local residents was
partly a result of increased global tourism. A truly engaging travel experience requires energy, effort, and commitment, on the part of the tourist in
particular. Facilitating educational experiences in which young people come
to appreciate the places and cultures they visit may, in the long run, turn out
to be a way of minimising this negative impact and contributing to a more
balanced relation between visitors and residents (Richards & Marques, 2018).
At the same time, young people are also hosts in their places of residence, as
well as future professionals in tourism, culture, leisure, and policymaking.
The Erasmus+ project CultSense – Sensitizing Young Travellers for Local Cultures (www.cultsense.com) strives to create awareness of local people and
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cultures, as well as to foster healthy travel attitudes, at home and abroad.
Promoting more understanding, respect and deep intercultural exchange
between tourists and residents can contribute to better experiences for all
parties involved.
Valuing different forms of heritage, of oneself and of others, is the first
step to understand and overcome differences. Appreciation for intangible
cultural heritage is still undervalued, although aspects such as “living like
a local” or “getting to know local cultures” are major motivations in youth
travel (WYSE, 2018). The CultSense project highlights the importance of this
type of heritage, fostering educational outputs, aiming at intercultural dialogue and awareness, involving both teaching staff and students. Young people who appreciate the cultural heritage of places they visit are potentially
more appreciated by locals.

Why CultSense?
By working directly with students, the CultSense project aims to contribute to change cultural behaviour in the long-term and address the issue of
increased mobility pressures that result in tensions and conflicts between
residents and non-locals. Inspired by the framework of TLC (Tender Love and
Care), it focuses first on Tourism, Leisure and Culture (TLC) programs, providing tools for educational contexts and disseminating them through different
channels and networks.
By sensitizing young people to local cultures, the project aims to contribute to better quality of life for locals, more meaningful experiences for
(young) people experiencing cultural heritage and an overall better understanding of European values and identity.
This approach is part of a larger movement which aims to address the
issue of visitor pressure. Cultural sensitivity is part of the answer, and the
pandemic has brought us closer to the locals and provided an opportunity to
pause and consider better ways to do tourism.

On Cultural Sensitivity
What is cultural sensitivity and how is sensitized tourism
understood in CultSense?
Although not a new concept, cultural sensitivity has recently seen new developments, in particular in the field of travel and tourism (e.g. Hurst et al.,
2020). This is partly due to increased mobility which has brought tensions to
light. Adding to this, the debates on (socio-cultural) sustainability have raised
more awareness on the way that people travel. The current developments on
cultural sensitivity have also influenced travel- and tourism-related fields of
policy making, governance structures, bottom-up or citizen initiatives, education and academia. In this context, the notion of cultural sensitivity has
gained more attention and is becoming key to think and implement more
respectful practices in tourism.
Cultural sensitivity has been extensively discussed within the ARCTISEN
project to form a mutual understanding about the concept, particularly in an
Arctic context (https://sensitivetourism.interreg-npa.eu/). In their research
on the Arctic, Viken, Höckert & Grimwood (2021) conclude that cultural sensitivity is not something that is ever finally achieved in tourism, but rather
something that is constantly negotiated, and continuously and consistently
exercised, through various processes and becomings. Marques (2021), on the
6
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other hand, claims that there is a need to research and develop strategies
to increase visitor awareness of local cultures so that tourists appreciate
places they visit more. That way they would be appreciated more by the
people living in those places. Projects such as ARCTISEN or CultSense, which
involve industry and education partners, contribute by creating awareness of
local cultures to foster what could be called sensitized tourism – a tourism
experience geared towards increasing knowledge and awareness of habits,
attitudes, principles, behaviours, beliefs, lifestyles, and rituals of the local
people at destinations.
Cultural sensitivity in tourism is first and foremost “a disposition that can
be enhanced and mobilized through reflection on one’s own pre-assumptions, cultural norms and values” (Viken, Höckert, and Grimwood 2021, p.3).
Given this pre-condition and openness to such reflection, cultural sensitivity can be developed and continuously nurtured, which is the approach
adopted in the CultSense project. As a competence, cultural sensitivity can
be approached through the combined lenses of tourism, cosmopolitanism,
and intercultural competence.
Tourism, at home and abroad, is a form of opening up horizons and expanding views on the Self and the Other(s). Therefore, when considering cultural
sensitivity in the context of mobility, the tourism body of knowledge should
be included, in particular that of cultural tourism and creative tourism. Utopian or not (Marques, 2021), travelling can be a culturally sensitive experience
that opens up new worlds. Hence understanding the tourism experience in
the framework of cosmopolitanism makes sense as a second pillar of cultural
sensitivity.
Despite the debates surrounding the concept of cosmopolitanism (e.g.
Johnson, 2013), with some valuing it and others critiquing it for being a limited and exclusive perspective, the term can prove useful in understanding
and studying cultural sensitivity in different contexts. Beyond the polemics,
the concept taken in its positive form of “citizen of the world” can offer a
fertile ground for reflection, in particular if we ask ourselves with John Urry
“are there processes going on which in some ways might be engendering cosmopolitanism?” (Block, 2005, p. 80).
In order to tackle these processes within the tourism context, intercultural competence is key to allowing cultural sensitivity to be developed.
Intercultural competence can be understood as the “skills and abilities that
an individual needs in order to interact appropriately and efficiently with
persons from a different culture (…). (It is) a continuous learning process
that is determined by specific experiences, reflective observation, abstract
conceptualisation and active experimentation” (Scherle and Nonnenmann,
2008, p. 126).
With different studies exploring intercultural competence in the tourism
realm (e.g. Fan et al., 2021), it is important to underline that cultural sensitivity is not limited to other cultures or international tourism experiences.
Cultural sensitivity allows to look at one’s own culture, and at other cultures
at our doorstep or on the other side of the world. People can be tourists in
their own city and yet have an open mind, and respectful attitude towards
all other elements of the community they visit. It is yet common to see that
in many places there is a lack of knowledge on co-habiting communities
(consider indigenous communities, ethnic and religious minorities, among
others).
Cultural sensitivity is a disposition, an awareness, a mindset, and a competence which can become a fertile ground for a more positive (tourism)
7
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experience. Like cultural sensitivity itself, its study and understanding are
also always in progress and subject to evolution and enhancement. This publication is part of that process.

How to read the CultSense Case Collection?

Creating Cultural Understanding Through Travel – CultSense Case Collection
is a starting point for sensitizing TLC students and all readers towards local
cultures they experience when travelling. To our knowledge, this collection
forms the first volume specifically aimed at working on cultural sensitivity.
Other materials, courses, reports, videos, among others, have been developed recently by different entities and projects, such as the Iceland Academy,
ARTCISEN or CultSense. This ebook is, therefore, another steppingstone in
creating a solid body of knowledge on cultural sensitivity.
The case studies have been co-created with and for students and teaching staff. In co-operation with students, the teaching staff collected ideas
through brainstorming and developed the case studies to be used in education and training programmes for TLC. The case studies are based on exploring best practices on how shifts in particular dimensions of awareness occur,
i.e., what kind of interventions or experiences lead to changes in awareness.
These case studies cover a set of different topics, in line with the topics of the
videos created within CultSense. The videos have been developed for educational purposes and, together with other materials, can be found at www.
cultsense.com . These case studies are part of the learning modules aimed at
TLC students, focusing on how to integrate awareness into the tourism experience and on how to align such awareness with local cultures and values.
The cases are also focus of attention in the CultSense pedagogical toolkit.
The case studies in this ebook are thought of as a platform for reflection
and discussion of different contexts, where cultural sensitivity and an understanding of local settings play a role in the visitors’ and locals’ experiences.
They were written to provide a base for work in the classroom, in particular
– but not exclusively – in TLC programs. Each case comes with a suggestion of
specific Learning Objectives that can be used to guide the reading and discussion. The case studies start with a story that illustrates some of the issues at
hand, followed by questions to prompt reflection and discussion. These can
preferably be used in small groups to make students aware of the vast range
of underlying issues and to reflect on possible solutions for them. Learning
about different cultural settings can be both inspirational and a foundation
for expanding knowledge about local cultures in Europe.

Structure of the ebook
In this ebook you will find a series of papers, which can be read out of curiosity, as a leisure activity, for inspiration, for research, for self-reflection, and as
educational material in formal and informal educational contexts. The case
studies are divided into four sections: Emotions, Culture and Tourism; Tastes
of Culture; Spirituality and Sacred Sites; and Engaging with Local Cultures.
The first section deals with various emotions in culture and tourism.
Siri Driessen writes about Auschwitz, as an example of a war tourism site,
where young visitors deal with mixed feelings, emotions, and confront the
moral responsibility of their behaviour. The impact of touristic visits to
former war sites remains a point of discussion and the various sensitivities
need consideration of visitors as well as site managers. The next case study
is set in Amsterdam’s Red Light District – De Wallen. Astrid Mörk, Amanda
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Brandellero, Lénia Marques, and Siri Driessen discuss the issue of liveability
in the area, as well as the need to find a balance between commercial and
residential interests. The case study specifically taps into the experiences
of female residents. By exploring how women living in the area feel about
objectifying and sexualizing gazes, the challenges and tensions that relate to
gender, gendered and sexualised public spaces, are highlighted.
The second section approaches (eno) gastronomy as an essential part of
the cultural experience. Silvia Aulet, Guilherme F. Rodrigues, and Joaquim
Majó explore Catalan gastronomy as a bridge for understanding local cultures. Through an analysis of Catalan gastronomy, including traditional
dishes and products of local cuisine, they show how gastronomy is integrated
into the local culture. Following this, Goretti Silva, Alexandra I. Correia,
Carlos Fernandes, and Mariana Oliveira approach the gastronomic culture
of Minho, a region in Portugal, and the Sarrabulho dish as part of the local
Portuguese identity. It is suggested that gastronomy provides opportunities
to improve the tourist attractiveness of the destination through grassroot,
bottom-up approaches to regional development.
The third section discusses emotions of spirituality and sacredness. Peter
Björkroth and Maria Engberg examine different aspects of sauna and the process of commercializing the tradition of sauna to suit tourism and modern
tourists in Finland in the 21st century. The authors examine this within the
framework of Goffman’s dramaturgical model of social interaction and MacCannell’s model of ‘staged authenticity’. Silvia Aulet, Guilherme F. Rodrigues,
and Dolors Vidal-Casellas on the other hand, explore different approaches to
visitors’ perception of World Heritage Sites in Catalonia, Spain, where almost
all sacred spaces are related to the Catholic religion. The case study analyses
three well-known Catalonian world heritage sites, while considering their
different tourism offerings and their functions as religious sites.
In the fourth and final section, Engaging with Local Cultures, Goretti
Silva, Alexandra I. Correia, Carlos Fernandes, and Mariana Oliveira explore
Erasmus mobility as a culture-led experience. The experiences of incoming
Erasmus students to IPVC in Portugal were investigated with the help of a
survey clarifying the students’ perceptions of the local culture. Mihai Țichindelean, Cosmin Tileagă, Alin Opreana, Flavia Bodi, Delia Beca, Oana Rus, and
Ioana-Amalia Ene inspect a country’s beauty through the cultural route Via
Transilvanica in Romania. The article describes the uniqueness of each of the
seven regions presented in the article and explores how this route-based
tourism product could impact economically and culturally on the local communities along the route.
Creating Cultural Understanding Through Travel – CultSense Case Collection
is part of a larger range of tools developed within the scope of the Erasmus+
project CultSense – Sensitizing Young Travellers for Local Cultures. This
volume has of course its limitations, as it offers only cases from the project
partner countries, all from Europe. We hope that this is only a starting point
and that this body of knowledge will be expanded in the future. The project
team hopes that this volume will be a useful basis for sensitizing readers
to better understand and respect the norms, values, beliefs and cultures of
the places they visit. The CultSense project team could not agree more with
Paul Theroux, when he utters that “travel works best when you are forced to
come to terms with the place you’re in” (Potts, 2011). In line with Theroux,
the case studies can serve as tools of reflection for teaching staff, academics
and (future) professionals – the case studies offer an opportunity to practise
“coming to terms with the place you are in”.
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Mixed Feelings: Emotional
Experiences in War Tourism
Siri Driessen
Erasmus University Rotterdam, Netherlands
s.r.driessen@eshcc.eur.nl

Summary

This case study focuses on the practice of war tourism. It discusses the different reasons people
have to visit sites associated with war and atrocities, such as the Nazi-German extermination
camp Auschwitz. The case study focused on three different themes often considered in studies
about war tourism: education, emotions, and moral responsibility. The presence of large
numbers of tourists on former war sites also produces tensions. As the nature of former war
sites is highly serious – commemorating mass death, atrocities and violence – this clashes with
the nature of tourism, which is predominantly associated with entertainment and fun. This
clash has encouraged some tourists to reflect on the consequences of their own behavior. Still,
the impact of touristic visits to former war sites remains a point of discussion, and the various
sensitivities associated with war tourism need consideration of both visitors and site managers.

A visit to Auschwitz
After graduating from high school, Simon and his friends went on an
Interrail trip through Europe. Towards the end of the trip, they reached
the Polish city Krakow. The vibrant atmosphere of the town, the historical buildings, cute bars and nightlife highly appealed to the group, and
they decided to stay in Krakow a little longer than planned. The hostel
they stayed at provided them with ideas for outings. One suggestion
they gave was visiting the Nazi-German extermination camp Auschwitz
– nowadays the main tourist attraction of Krakow. Although his friends
didn’t feel the urge to make a trip to a place that embodies death and
suffering, Simon couldn’t put the idea out of his mind – he had always
been interested in the history of the Second World War, and somehow,
he felt that Auschwitz was a place that he should see with his own eyes.
The next morning, Simon took a tourist bus to Oświęcim. He bought a
ticket, passed security control, and entered the campgrounds. Groups of
visitors paused in front the infamous gate to the camp and took a selfie.
After some initial hesitation, Simon did the same. But, as he didn’t know
whether to smile or not, the picture looked weird, and he decided to put
his phone away for the rest of the visit. The site, Simon thought, did a
good job in presenting in-depth information on the often short life in the
barracks. Later, he moved to another part of the site, the extermination
camp Birkenau, and joined a line to enter the remnants of one of the gas
chambers. In front of him stood what clearly looked like a school class
from Israel – they all wore similar shirts with Hebrew-looking writings.
The people behind him were less easy to identify, but their casual conversation about dinner arrangements worried Simon. Did they realize that
they were about to enter the exact place where complete communities
had been eradicated? When it was his turn, Simon went into the building
and forced himself to spend a moment to think about the people that
had died in there.
On the bus ride back to Krakow, Simon couldn’t help to feel confused by
his visit. True, he learned a lot about history, and could now understand
how enormous the Nazi-German murder operation had been. Still, he
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Topics for discussion
• What would you have done
if you were Simon and
experienced similar mixed
feelings?
• Why does Simon feel guilty
about his lack of emotional
response to the visit?
• Which prejudices about
tourists and tourism can
you notice in the story?
• How could sites like
Auschwitz deal with the
presence of large groups
of visitors from different
backgrounds and with
different purposes for
visiting?

hadn’t shed a tear on site, and had mainly been annoyed by the behavior
of other visitors. At the hostel, he wanted to tell his friends about his
mixed feelings, but his story didn’t really resonate. Later, he told the hostel manager that the visit had indeed been ‘very impressive’, even though
this wasn’t really how he felt about it. Back home, feelings of guilt captivated Simon. Next time, he promised himself, he would try to pay less
attention to the behavior and expectations of others, and instead focus
on his own experiences.

Auschwitz death camp: historical context
The concentration and extermination camp Auschwitz was built by the
Nazi-Germans in 1940, in the south of Poland. It consists of two different
sites. Auschwitz I was the main camp, where thousands of prisoners were
held before they were killed or died of illness or exhaustion from forced
labor. Medical experiments took place there too. Auschwitz II – Birkenau
functioned as the extermination camp and this was where the majority
of the 1,1 million victims were murdered. The victims were predominantly
European Jews, but Poles, Russians, Roma, Sinti, and other Europeans were
also killed. From 1942 onwards, train tracks had been laid directly to the gas
chambers of Birkenau. Prisoners were brought straight there, and most of
them died soon after their arrival. Auschwitz I and II became UNESCO world
heritage in 1979. The number of visitors has been increasing for the last two
decades: from 500,000 in the early 2000s to 2.3 million in 2019 – the highest
number in the history of the site (Auschwitz.org). As such, it has become one
of Poland’s main tourist attractions, and attracts visitors from all over the
world (Oren, Shani & Poria, 2021).

Figure 1. Visitors in front of the infamous gate to Auschwitz I. Source: www.
auschwitz.org
13
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Figure. 2. Gate to Auschwitz II – Birkenau. Source: www.auschwitz.org

Theoretical background
At first glance, war and tourism seem to be contradictory terms. Yet, people have been travelling to war sites for centuries. Sometimes tourists even
travel to witness ongoing conflicts and battles (Buda 2015), but mostly visits
are made after the ending of a war. Already in the nineteenth century, tour
operators organized trips to former battlefields, like for instance to Waterloo
(Seaton 1999). With the growth in number of people that undertake touristic
activities in general, the number of war tourists has also risen over the last
two centuries. Recently, war tourism has become even more popular.
What motivates people to visit former war sites? Studies on war tourism
show that the reasons people travel to former war sites are highly diverse
(e.g., Light 2017). The dominant motivation to visit a war site has also changed
over time: where nineteenth-century war tourism predominantly concerned
a celebration of military heroism, national identity building and patriotism,
the devastating character of the twentieth century World Wars shifted the
focus of war tourists to mourning and commemoration. The numerous representations of the Second World War in popular culture, such as movies or
video games, must also be seen as an incentive for war-related travel. Nowadays, tourists have even more diverse reasons to visit former war sites, for
instance to look for educational and emotional experiences (Biran, Poria &
Oren 2011).
The last two decades, the growing popularity of war tourism has stimulated many researchers to study the phenomenon extensively. Often, these
studies focus on the most iconic and popular war sites, such as extermination camps, military cemeteries, and war monuments. This case study will
focus on three different themes often considered in the studies: education,
emotions, and moral responsibility.

Education

An important motive to undertake war tourism is educational (e.g., Biran,
Poria & Oren 2011). Tourists like to go to former war sites because they believe
that a visit will enrich their historical knowledge. Many war sites offer a lot
of contextual information, for instance in the form of an on-site museum,
14
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information boards, or guided tours. Also, sites offer specific educational
programs for school classes. Enlarging one’s knowledge about war history
on site is thereby thought to enhance visitors’ sense of moral responsibilities
and judgments, citizenship values, and self-awareness (Cowan & Maitles
2011; Dresler & Fuchs 2020).
The educational value of a visit to a former war site is not dependent on
contextual information presented on site only. An important role is dedicated
to witnessing authentic remains of the past, for example ruins of buildings
or objects found on site. These authentic remains seem to provide a truthful
account of history, and thus, seem to teach visitors something about the
past ‘as it were’. However, it should be noted that former war sites are also
subjected to practices of selection and design. The ‘authentic’ remains that
are visible are there because the owners or managers of a site want them to
tell a specific story. Nevertheless, this does not seem to change the authentic
appeal of a former war site, even for those visitors that realize that a specific
narrative is presented on site (Thurnell-Read 2009).
The educational value of a visit to a former war site is also related to experiencing scale. Walking around a former war site gives visitors an indication
of the immensity of (some) past events. For instance, visiting a war cemetery
that hosts thousands and thousands of graves tells visitors something about
the scale of a conflict in a way that a simple number in a book cannot do.
Likewise, looking at the heaps of human hair, glasses, and suitcases that are
being showcased in Auschwitz, provide a visitor with tangible evidence of
the crimes that happened in the extermination camp. Moreover, the exhibits
help visitors to get an impression of the numerous individual lives that were
ended there so cruelly. As such, the visit confronts the visitor with the size
and impact of a historical event, and fulfills an educational purpose.

Emotional experiences

Undergoing emotional experiences is one of the reasons people undertake
war tourism in the first place. Tourists visit former war sites because they
want to engage with war history. On site, events seem more real and become
more captivating. The (physical) details and information present on sites
make it easier for visitors to imagine how it must have been to experience
a war. Being on site enables visitors to empathize with victims of war and
imagine the life they experienced during the war. Walking around a former
war site brings a war closer to the visitors. In this way, war tourism allows
visitors to be moved by the past.
Which emotions do visitors experience on site? Recently, researchers
have studied the emotional responses of war tourists (e.g., Driessen 2020;
Nawijn & Fricke 2015; Nawijn et al 2018; Oren, Shani & Poria 2021). Some
researchers regard the search for emotional experiences as a reason to visit
former war sites (Nawijn et al 2018). Their study about a Dutch concentration
camp reveals that visitors expect to feel compassion, disgust, shock, sadness
and interest (p. 181). Poria (2013) too argues that visitors assume that their
visit will result in emotional experiences. And indeed, studies demonstrate
that both positive and negative emotions are experienced by visitors on site.
Oren, Shani & Poria (2021) note that visitors might be particularly interested
to experience negative emotions, such as sadness, shock or anger. Nevertheless, these visitors thought that negative emotions benefited their visit. As
such, the possibility of feeling sad, shocked, or angry, is not something that
negatively affects visitors to sites of death and atrocity. On the contrary,
these are the feelings that they (also) look for, and visitors report to feel
‘morally improved’ after their visit (Oren, Shani & Poria, 2021).
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The personal and cultural background of a visitor have impact on the type
and intensity of emotions experienced on site. For instance: someone with a
close connection to the Holocaust might have a different and more intense
emotional experience than a high school student without personal connection to the Second World War. Besides, it is possible that for someone with
a personal connection to the Holocaust, negative emotional experiences
are more burdensome and have less to do with moral improvement. This
was for example the case with a young German woman, who spoke about
how a visit to Auschwitz would not teach her much as she expected to be
overwhelmed by emotions: ‘I think I could never stand to go to Auschwitz,
actually, because I don’t know, I just, I’d just cry all the time actually. I don’t
know that it would deepen my knowledge of this history’ (as quoted in Driessen 2020, p.11). Moreover, the age of a visitor could also impact the kind of
emotional experiences on site. Emotional experiences might differ between
people of different cultural backgrounds. As emotions are culturally determined, having a particular cultural background affects the types of emotions
that are expected by tourists and are experienced on site. For both visitors
and site managers, it is a challenge to deal with these differences.

Moral responsibility and identity building

Apart from a search for educational and emotional experiences, tourists
travel to former war sites because they feel that these are places that they
‘should’ visit (e.g., Thurnell-Read 2009; Hughes 2008). Visitors consider a
visit to a former war site a moral obligation: something you should do at
least once as a responsible citizen, in order to learn about the violence and
atrocities that humankind is capable of. The idea of moral responsibility is
for instance shown in the earlier mentioned idea of ‘moral improvement’
that tourists report to have achieved because of their visit (Oren, Shani &
Poria 2021). Different studies show that young visitors enhance their sense of
moral responsibility after visiting Auschwitz (Dresler & Fuchs 2020; Cowan &
Maitles 2011). Moreover, visits allowed for self-reflection and identity building among young visitors – by visiting Auschwitz, students learned about
their own moral judgments and reflected on their personal identity (Dresler
& Fuchs 2020; Cowan & Maitles 2011). Some researchers argue that the idea
of moral responsibility also creates a separation between visitors who have
been to a former war site and those who have not. Visitors who had been to
a site considered themselves morally superior to those that had not (Oren,
Shani & Poria 2021). As such, having visited iconic places associated with
human-inflicted crimes and atrocities becomes a way to build on a certain
identity and social capital.

Tensions in war tourism

The practice of war tourism itself is subject to moral judgments. Many people
associate the practice of tourism with a search for fun and entertainment –
terms that are not easily associated with a visit to a site like Auschwitz. Practicing behavior that reminds people of fun and entertainment on site is seen
as undesirable, and the touristification of Holocaust sites is regarded by some
as offensive (Podoshen & Hunt 2011). Sometimes, sites impose rules to avoid
‘touristic’ behavior. For instance, Auschwitz doesn’t allow people to bring food
to the site, out of respect to the enormous number of people that died on
there. They also advise their visitors to dress appropriately, for instance by discouraging clothing that is too revealing. Such rules are consequences of what
is considered to be disrespectful behavior by tourists on these sites.
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Figure 3. Ruins of gas chamber
and crematory 2, Auschwitz
II – Birkenau. Source: www.
auschwitz.org

Learning objectives
• to understand the different
motives for visiting former
war sites
• to discern and describe the
tensions and complexities
associated with war tourism
• to increase the awareness
of cultural sensitivity
associated with war tourism
• to analyse the emotional
impact of war tourism
on people with different
backgrounds

Visitors of different backgrounds have different moral compasses, and
have diverging ideas about who should visit a site and how people should
behave there (Dresler & Fuchs 2020). What one person regards as offensive
might not be considered offensive by someone else, and these differences
create tensions between visitors. On site, visitors are confronted with the
‘touristic’ behavior of others, and judge others with their own moral compasses (e.g., Dalton 2009). For example, taking pictures is very much associated with tourism, but it is not considered to be respectful by some visitors
to Auschwitz. Meanwhile, others consider it a modern way of performing
tourism and do not have problems with it. For some people, a camera indicates disengagement. It can be seen as a sign of an inauthentic purpose for
visiting. This critique predominantly considers the taking of selfies or any
other pictures in which a person becomes more important than the history
of a site. Such moral judging is also a way to distinguish oneself from the
inferior behavior of others and claim a specific moral position (Thurnell-Read
2009). As such, sites like Auschwitz give rise to moral discussions about the
appropriateness of war tourism and expose existing tensions. Interestingly,
research shows that ‘touristic’ behavior does not necessarily imply a disengagement from the atrocities represented by a former war site (Lisle 2004).
Even when consumed in a ‘touristic’ manner, a visit to a war site can result in
meaningful experiences and personal reflection.

Conclusion
Many tourists experience their visits to former war sites as impressive and
meaningful. On site, people learn about war history. Witnessing ‘authentic’
details and the size of a site helps visitors gain a better picture of the past and
engage with the presented history and its victims. Visits to former war sites
are often perceived as highly emotional, and some people do go to former
war sites in search of emotional experiences. Visiting sites associated with
war and atrocity can also be a way to build on personal identity, social capital, and performing certain moral superiority. The presence of large numbers
of tourists on former war sites also produces tensions. As the nature of
former war sites is highly serious – commemorating mass death, atrocities
and violence – this clashes with the nature of tourism, which is predominantly associated with entertainment and fun. This clash has encouraged
some tourists to reflect on the consequences of their own behavior. Still, the
impact of touristic visits to former war sites remains a point of discussion,
and the various sensitivities associated with war tourism need consideration
of both visitors and site managers.
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Summary

This case study discusses the impact that tourism has on the residents of one of Amsterdam’s
most well-known neighbourhoods: the Red Light district (De Wallen). In recent years, the De
Wallen has been the destination of mass tourism, leading to debates about liveability in the area
and the need to find a balance between commercial and residential interests. The area caters
disproportionately to the needs of tourists and visitors, while the interests of residents and
non-tourist-oriented commerce are underserved. Past research has suggested that sexualized
spaces like de Wallen are characterized by the expectation and attribution of particular norms,
conducts and behaviour to the area and the people who animate it. The case study specifically
taps into the experiences of female residents of the area. In their daily lives, female residents are
negotiating their place and space in the neighborhood, contending with often objectifying and
sexualizing gazes that place them as integral part of the sexualized neighborhood experience.
The way female residents feel about their lives in the neighbourhood therefore highlights the
challenges and tensions that also relate to gender, gendered and sexualised public spaces.

Marie in De Wallen2
My name is Marie and I am 26 years old. I was born and raised in the centre of Amsterdam, in The Netherlands. My neighbourhood, De Wallen, is
a very special place, with its nice historic buildings and canals, very picturesque, like we see in postcards. But my neighbourhood is also special
because of the people living here.
I live in a small apartment on the first floor, and next to it, one of the sex
work windows. Many people come to visit our neighbourhood but many
forget that it is not only about sex work, sex shops and coffeeshops. People like me live here, and we are proud of living here.
For outsiders, especially foreigners, De Wallen is a mystery – “What is it
like to live there?”, they ask me often with curious gaze. I like living there,
this is where I belong, this is my home. Of course, curiosity is often about
living with all the sex-related businesses around. For me, that is not
really a big deal. Since I was a kid, when I would ask questions about the
windows in de Wallen, my parents would tell me this was a job like many
others, even if I didn’t really understand exactly what sex entailed at the
time… This really helped me to see sex work as a profession and not being
afraid of it, or seeing it as something forbidden. When you are 5 years old,
the world is much simpler, and I had a very romanticised idea of the red
lights. Can you imagine that we give names to the ladies such as ‘cuddling
ladies’! We were under the impression they offered a service to cuddle
1 Nowadays it is more respectful to refer to sex work, as prostitution has negative
associations. For more information about this discussion see for example Haak (2018).
2 This story is a piece of fiction based on different testimonials, stories and news. It is
focused on women, although there is a larger spectrum of sex workers.
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or to touch belly buttons. Back then, one of my friends even told me: “I
would like to be like them (the sex workers) because they get to wear
their bikinis all day long!”. We were naïve, for sure, but our reality was
what we could see. It was natural and we accepted it. Ideas of immorality
and shame related to sex, sex work and nudity are socially constructed,
learned and taught.
As I grew up, my vision of the world changed, like for any other person.
Although the Red Light District is there, it is sometimes for me an alternative reality, with lack of transparency and not graspable. It feels sometimes like a distant and inaccessible world to me. But, also maybe it’s
because I want to keep it that way. Maybe because sometimes I just think
it’s a world for tourists?
Around me, I started to also notice the negative aspects in the neighbourhood, like drug dealing. I also started to have conflicting feelings about
sex work, as I believe that human trafficking, exploitation, and violence
towards sex workers is taking place regularly. That leaves me sad and
angry, because sex work is a job, not a person. We are doctors, students,
psychologists, sex workers – and each one of us is a human being with a
life, a family, doing shopping, laughing, suffering, and simply living everyday life. Sometimes I go for a smoke outside and some of the ladies are
also there. We are all the same, women smoking a cigarette in-between
work, or whenever. I think many people who live here are respectful of
the sex workers. We use neutral language such as ‘sex workers’, ‘the girls’,
‘the women’ or ‘the ladies’.
Issues arise mainly with tourists! How annoying tourists are! Some men
seem to come here and think they can do anything and that every single
woman is a prostitute. Imagine this situation: I have a coffee on my tiny
balcony, and I’m asked what my rate for sex is! Or I go by bike to do my
shopping in the local supermarket and a man hits me in my behind like
it is ok to do it, just because I’m a local woman and all is allowed! Can’t
I simply have a cup of coffee in my home or ride my bike? I confess that
sometimes when going out with friends I look in the mirror and change
my clothes, just for fear of receiving unwanted attention… But you know,
women can also be horribly disrespectful, with whore-ophobic comments
(as a friend of mine says).
Sex workers don’t have it easy sometimes. It costs a lot of money to be
behind those windows because it’s a prime location. I am really annoyed
by mindless tourists, who don’t care and don’t even think these are all
human beings and that this is also a neighbourhood where people live.
They often just come by, do things they wouldn’t dream of doing at home
(like getting drunk, throwing away all kind of rubbish, making lots of
noise and more and more…). They go through the narrow streets of the
neighbourhood looking for ladies in the windows, pointing at them, taking pictures without permission, laughing at them. It really annoys me!
At least they should go in and pay the lady! These are people, not animals
in a zoo!

Introduction
The topic discussed in this case study emerged from research on the experience of female residents of Amsterdam’s Red Light District (RLD), historically called De Wallen. The Red Light District is a neighbourhood in a city,
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Topics for discussion
• Who is the “Other” in
the story? What is the
role that gender plays in
this scenario (e.g. would
male, female, non-binary
resident experience the
neighbourhood in the same
way)?
• How can we ensure that
all visitors to a red light
neighbourhood adopt
and maintain a respectful
attitude towards sex
workers and residents alike?
• Is it ever possible for a
mass tourism destination
to develop in a way that is
also attentive to the needs
of residents and businesses
who are not active in the
tourism sector? In what
way?
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where venues of sex work3 and sex-oriented businesses (sex toys, clothing
stores, sex video stores, etc.) are located. RLDs are often recognisable by, for
instance, window sex work, sex shops and strip clubs. Many windows are lit
in red light, and the red light would also serve as a message. When the light is
on, it means the sex worker is available, hence the name ‘Red Light District’.
In some cities, RLDs are part of the city centre, such as in Hamburg, Bangkok
and Amsterdam.
In Amsterdam, due to its unique character, the area is one of the biggest
tourist destinations in the city. It is also home to businesses and residents,
and is part of the historic centre of the city of Amsterdam. The way female
residents feel about their lives in the neighbourhood highlights the challenges and tensions that also relate to gender, gendered and sexualised
public spaces.
In recent years, De Wallen has been the destination of mass tourism,
leading to debates about liveability in the area and the need to find a balance
between commercial and residential interests. The city’s policies towards the
neighbourhood have focused on incentivizing and developing alternative –
non-Red-Light – uses in the area, with a view to enhancing the diversity of
business and subsequently social control in the area.

Amsterdam’s De Wallen, a.k.a the Red Light District

De Wallen is a neighbourhood in the centre of the city of Amsterdam. It
prides itself with being the historic heart of the city, with some of the oldest
streets in the city. The settlement of prostitution establishments in the area
dates back to the 15th century and is connected to the city’s port.4 Over the
centuries, the neighbourhood has known periods of decline and renaissance.
In the 1970s, the area was marred by a high incidence of drug addiction. As
the area decayed, with rubbish floating in its picturesque canals, as shown in
pictures of the time, many residents fled. Once a no-go area, the neighbourhood is now a tourist hotspot, a ‘must-see’ destination for around 2,5 million
visitors per year (Van Liempt and Chimienti, 2017). The rise of mass tourism
in the area has meant that the neighbourhood is now seen to suffer from
a different ailment: an ‘economic monoculture’ (Gemeente Amsterdam,
2020). This refers to the fact that the area caters disproportionately to the
needs of tourists and visitors, while the interests of residents and non-tourist-oriented commerce are underserved.
De Wallen is home to the city’s Red Light District, which is “locally and
internationally significant as one of the oldest venues for visible and legal
urban prostitution” (Aalbers & Sabat, 2012, p. 112). What makes it a Red Light
District is the open and visible character of sex establishments that are clustered there, including “strip clubs, porn shops, bars offering sex, peep shows,
massage parlors, and brothels” (Weitzer 2014, p. 7; Collins, 2006).
De Wallen is a rather unusual Red Light District, insofar as it has multiple
functions. Other types of businesses can also be found in the area (Weitzer
2014), some closely related to tourism, such as cafés, coffeeshops, restaurants, but also retail and creative spaces, such as clothing stores, artist studios, a woodworking manufacturer, among others. What is often forgotten is
that de Wallen is also a residential area, which means that it is home to many
people, who rent or own a property in the area. In recent years, a number
3 Nowadays it is more respectful to refer to sex work, as prostitution has negative
associations. For more information about this discussion see for example Haak (2018).
4 https://www.amsterdam.nl/nieuws/achtergrond/wallen-heren-heiligen-hoeren/
Accessed 5 July 2021.
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of initiatives, such as the Project 1012, have attempted to improve livability
in the area, while also turning the reclaiming the neighbourhood’s image,
beyond the often negative and immoral headlines (Van Liempt and Chimienti,
2017; Rekenkamer Metropool Amsterdam, 2018). With some measures such
as limiting the geographical area of sex work or replacing a few businesses
such as coffeeshops, this project aimed at economically valorising the neighbourhood and, at the same time, break down the criminal circuits that are
also active in the Red Light District. To this day, its success has been limited
(Rekenkamer Metropool Amsterdam, 2018). It is however a clear sign of the
need to have a broader approach to the liveability and space of the area, for
residents and tourists alike.

Sexualized neighbourhoods and the experience
of different users of the neighbourhood

The term public space is defined as a space that is available and accessible
to anyone (Fyfe & Bannister, 1996). Atkinson (2003) suggested that public
spaces should be accessible without limitations – yet in effect some public
spaces have restricted access due to safety and security reasons. In addition,
Fenster (2006) claims that religious and cultural norms as well as economic
benefits can result in limiting access to public spaces. Navigating public spaces
requires being aware of and practicing particular “concepts and practices of
citizenship, exclusions, and prejudice” (Beebeejaun, 2017, p. 325). This means
that anybody who uses public space behaves in a certain way which relates
to how they perceive that space. These negotiations oftentimes comprise
gender constructs and performativity, as public spaces might be experienced
differently by people identifying with different genders (Miranne & Young,
2000; Doan, 2010). The experience of a space might therefore differ if it is a
woman, a man, a non-binary, third gender or other experiencing it. According
to Koskela (2005), “the interplay between public space and (gendered) social
relations is crucial for understanding both how space is produced and how
gender is constructed” (p. 257). This shows that public spaces often become
gendered.
Urban sociologists have long been fascinated by and attracted to the
study of sexualized neighbourhoods, making sense of their lesser known and
more obscure sides (Hubbard 1998; Hubbard & Sanders, 2003; Tani, 2002).
Past research has suggested that sexualized spaces, like De Wallen, i.e.
spaces where sex work is openly visible, are characterized by the expectation
and attribution of particular norms, conducts and behaviours to the area and
the people who animate it (Green et al., 2010). So far, scholars have examined tourists’ behaviour and experience while visiting De Wallen (Chapuis,
2017; Hubbard & Whowell, 2008; Sanders-McDonagh, 2017). Those studies
revealed that specific power- and gender relations are constructed in de Wallen and RLDs in general, specifically, from the experience of the visitors. For
instance, Chapuis’ (2017) ethnographic research among international visitors
of de Wallen showed how they struggled with finding a balance between
expressing their masculinity and capitulating to their desires and fantasies.
In other words, femininity and sexuality were often conflated by these visitors (Chapuis, 2017; Koskela, 2005).
Fewer studies have focused on the residents’ perspective on living in sexualized neighbourhoods. In Helsinki, Koskela and Tani (2005) have found that
especially women amend their behaviour according to spaces. They develop
strategies related to their gender to feel more comfortable and confident.
Reviewing the literature on RLDs, specifically de Wallen, brings to light that
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little is known about the experiences of female residents in RLDs. The issue of
sexualized spaces is that they tend to meet the needs of selected genders (in
this case, mainly men). Consequently, these public places become less accessible to some gender groups than they should. Reminiscent of Rosewarne
(2007), scholars claim that sexualized spaces tend to be male-dominated,
meaning that the spaces are targeted at male consumption and aim at
pleasing male’s sexual needs (Hubbard, 1998; Sanders & Hardy, 2012; Sanders-McDonagh, 2017). They seem ‘off-limits’ to women. Especially clustered
sexual entertainment spaces, such as RLDs, target male visitors (Hubbard
& Whowell, 2008, Hubbard, 2012, Sanders-McDonagh, 2017), and the same
happens in De Wallen in Amsterdam.

Being a woman in De Wallen

In the past decades, the De Wallen neighbourhood has been one of the main
tourist attractions of the city of Amsterdam, attracting visitors looking
mainly to see and experience its unique mix of sexualized businesses. The
prominent sexualized character of the neighbourhood opens up questions
about the gendered experience of place, as well as the norms, behaviours and
attitudes that such a neighbourhood allows or encourages. The experience of

Figure 1. “Respect our
sexworker” sign in sexworkers’ door in De Wallen
neighbourhood, Amsterdam.
Photo by: Lénia Marques, 2021.

Figure 2. “Respect our
sexworker” sign in sex workers’
windows in De Wallen
neighbourhood, Amsterdam.
Photo by: Lénia Marques, 2021.
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the female residents of this Red Light District shows how, in their daily lives,
they are negotiating their place and space in the neighbourhood, contending
with often objectifying and sexualizing gazes that place them as an integral
part of the sexualized neighbourhood experience. Being a woman resident in
De Wallen brings about challenges and situations which would probably not
happen in other places (see Figures 1 and 2).
The analysis of interviews and focus groups discussions (23 interviewees, who identified as female, with different jobs and ages)5, provided clear
insights. When talking to female residents of the district, many shared experiences of harassment and nuisance provoked by growing tourism. These
experiences happened in the district, but also in other parts of town. The sex
work windows located in the area attract a large number of tourists, either
as clients of the services provided or simply as onlookers, strolling the neighbourhood’s streets. Many female residents reported that visitors and tourists
often behaved in a disrespectful and insensitive way when in the neighbourhood (in general, towards them and in particular towards sex workers), as if
the openly sexualised character of the area implied that an ‘anything goes’
attitude was possible there.
Female residents reported instances in which they were heckled, shouted,
or whistled at, or received verbal harassment while going about their daily
lives in the neighbourhood. For example, as female residents walked or
cycled in the neighbourhood, they could get asked about their availability
and rates for engaging in sexual intercourse. They could also be the target of
unsolicited attention, for example receiving comments on their appearance,
or choice of outfit. Female residents also experienced being whistled at or
heckled when standing outside at their front door – as if it were assumed
that they were sex workers. This sparked reflections on the difficulties with
living one’s own life in the neighbourhood. Moreover, respondents felt that
many visitors displayed a lack of respect towards them and other people who
lived and worked in the neighbourhood, irrespective of whether they were
connected to sex work or not.
More generally, residents reported experiencing nuisance caused by visitors whose demeanour and behaviour in the area lacked composure and
respect. In other words, many tourists are experienced as being ‘out of control’ – an impression that is amplified by the growing number of visitors to
the area. The notion of control is dual: on the one hand the behaviour of
tourists was deemed to be out of control, unmanageable; on the other the
sheer number of tourists was seen as getting out of control. As De Wallen
welcomed more and more tourists, residents felt they were losing their
neighbourhood to tourism (Van Liempt & Chimienti, 2017). Part of the negative consequences of living there is that it can occasionally be a space where
females feel restrictions, and therefore adopt coping mechanisms such as
down-dressing (Chapuis, 2017; Tani, 2002), pretend to talk on the phone
(Koskela & Tani, 2005), change shopping times to avoid crowds or even move
bedrooms to quieter places of their home as there is too much noise outside.
The campaign “We live here” (https://welivehere.amsterdam/) is a community-driven initiative where residents have a sign in their windows reminding
tourists that there are people – like them – living in the neighbourhood and
that they should be respected (see Figures 3 and 4). It is not an amusement
park. The area is there to be lived in, enjoyed, and respected by everybody,
and in particular tourists are to be reminded of that.
5 For more details on the methodology, please see Mörk, A. (2019). Female Residents’
Experience and Behaviour in Amsterdam’s Red Light District. MA thesis. Erasmus University
Rotterdam.
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Figure 3. A poster of the
local ‘I live here’ campaign
is exhibited on a shop door,
in Amsterdam’s Red Light
District, Zeedijk. Photo by:
Astrid Mörk, 2019.

Figure 4. “I live here”
campaign poster in a flat in
De Wallen neighbourhood,
Amsterdam. Photo by: Lénia
Marques, 2021.

However, the growing number of people around at all times also had a
positive side to it for some, as some respondents would feel safer with more
people circulating in the neighbourhood at all times. In recent years, the city
of Amsterdam has been developing plans to move some of windows of the
Red Light District away from the area, while attempting to diversify the occupation of the neighbourhood and attract new residents. Opinions differ on
this. Some argue that only real estate investment companies will be the main
beneficiaries, that the plan does not improve the situation for sex workers
or residents. Red Light United, a union of sex workers, argues that reducing
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the number of windows will create even more overcrowding and bottlenecks
close to the remaining windows. Others disagree, and welcome this as a way
to reduce overcrowding in the area.
The case offers an example of a balance between tourists and residents
gone too far and can support reflecting on how to manage the expansion of
tourism, so that it does not crowd out the needs of local residents. Moreover,
it calls for a discussion on the socialization of tourists in sexualized neighbourhoods, thinking about ways to sensitize tourists to respectful behaviour
in relation to sex workers and residents alike.
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Learning objectives
• to recognize the impact of
a specific form of tourism in
local neighbourhoods and
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provide possible avenues
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development
• to explore ways in which
(mass) tourism destinations
also cater to the needs of
residents and businesses
which are not active in the
tourism sector
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Summary

This case study focuses on the local gastronomy perception of visitors. Through an analysis
of Catalan gastronomy (Spain), including its traditional dishes and products of local cuisine,
the aim is to show how gastronomy is integrated into local culture. Gastronomy is part of
the cultural heritage of a destination and is part of the identity of the place, how do visitors
perceive this fact? Can gastronomy act as a bridge to present the local identity and traditions?
How to make the visitor aware of the traditional values of the local cuisine? The present case
study compares the perception of local gastronomy of local students with the perception of
international students visiting and experiencing Catalan gastronomy for the first time.

Discovering Catalan culture through gastronomy
I have come to Spain, especially to Girona, Catalonia, to study the Master
in Cultural Tourism, an area that arouses my attention. In addition to the
academic knowledge that I was going to achieve, I would like to know the
culture of that place, and one of the most pleasant ways was through
gastronomy.
When I arrived I already had pre-determined food products as main
elements from Spanish and Catalan gastronomy, such as olives, ham,
olive oil and wine. But, during the time I spent in Girona, I have been
able to discover new facets. Firstly, I realised that in Spain there are a lot
of regional gastronomies and that Catalan gastronomy has a personal
identity, including recipes, products and celebrations. I discovered the
gastronomy of a lot of bread, fish, legumes, and especially linked to the
Mediterranean diet. Although the city of Girona is not located on the
coast exactly, that is, there is no beach, but the city belongs to a Mediterranean area called Costa Brava, and therefore has the influence of the
Mediterranean Sea, given its proximity. Therefore, the relationship with
the sea, nature and the community influenced gastronomy in such a way
that the Catalan cultural identity is recognized through its typical dishes
such as fideuà, pà amb tomaquet, calçots, butifarra among others that I
have had the opportunity to try. On the other hand, I have a vegan friend
by choice, who came to Girona for an Erasmus exchange, and found it
difficult to be able to eat something local without containing meat or
animal and fish derivatives. However, she didn’t know Catalan or Spanish cuisine in general, for her everything it was summed up in paella and
patatas bravas. Nonetheless, at first she realized that in Girona they ate a
lot of fish and meat, and for her to find a place to taste some of the local
gastronomy was hard.

Introduction
Catalan Gastronomy is documented since the Middle Ages were numerous
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Topics for discussion
• How can gastronomy act as
a platform for bridging local
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cultural heritage of the
destination? How is this
perceived by visitors?
• Are gastronomic traditions
related to the place where
they exist? In which ways?
How can destinations use
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treatises and recipe books are found. Naturally, there were different styles
of food according to social background: farmers, the poorer classes, priests,
monks, kings, aristocrats and so on. Therefore, recipe books ranged from
those which included more simple recipes to those with more elaborate and
exquisite ones. Some of these manuscripts are Llibre de Sent Soví, Libre de
totes maneres de confits, Regiment de sanitat by Arnau de Vilanova (the first
dietician), the works by Eiximenis and even Ordinacions per al regiment de
palau, by Pere Terç (Lladonosa, 1984; Aulet, Mundet, Roca, 2016).
The highlight is the Llibre de Sent Soví, from the first third of the fourteenth century. It is a recipe book of Catalan cuisine, author unknown, which
contains part of the wealth of medieval cuisine before the arrival of new
products from America. In this book we find some of the basic elements of
Catalan cuisine today: virtually all dishes begin with a sauce of onion and
bacon (the tomato we know today was still several centuries away from
being introduced) and always end with a picada, usually of nuts and dried
fruit, spices and aromatic herbs.
Using these treatises, the evolution of Catalan cuisine can be followed by
comparing the different recipes books that have appeared since that time up
to nowadays. But, what is Catalan cuisine? Catalan cuisine is Mediterranean
and French-Iberian, but also with some Atlantic touches: it is a bridge cuisine,
from Portugal to Istanbul with features from Occitan, the South of France,
Italy, Spain, Portugal and North Africa. In fact, it is the result of centuries of
evolution and influences from peoples and cultures that have settled in the
territory: Iberians, Phoenicians, Greeks and Romans contributed a Mediterranean touch; Arabs incorporated spices; to this whole cocktail were added
products arriving from fifteenth-century America, and so on. Therefore,
behind today’s Catalan cuisine is the history of a country, a territory. It is a
rich, full, complex and diverse cuisine that has survived thanks to a dual: on
the one hand, domestic or popular, and on the other cultured or professional
(Luján, 1988; Thibaut Comelade, 2001; Vázquez Montalbán, 2004).
A characteristic feature of Catalan cuisine is that, unlike other cooking
traditions, it has no emblematic product, no one dish that stands out above
the rest; rather, it is a sum of products with very different characteristics and
dishes. It is a cuisine based on a diversity of products (from the vegetable
garden and countryside, livestock, fisheries) joined with diverse cooking
techniques (charcoal-grilled, stone grilled, boiled, casseroled, stewed and
smothered, sautéed and fried, roasted in a clay pot).
Back in the thirties, Ferran Agulló wrote that there are four basic sauces or
cooking bases: sofregit (tomato and onion sauce), samfaina (ratatouille-style
sauce), allioli (garlic mayonnaise) and picada (finely chopped ingredients such
as garlic and parsley added to nuts, toasted bread and cooked into a liquid
form). In fact, there are actually many other sauces, like romesco, allipebre
(garlic and pepper) or mayonnaise (Agulló, 1990).
Essentially, as Josep Pla wrote (1972), Catalan cuisine has an ancient historical continuity; nowadays it has universal appeal thanks to its great chefs.
Indeed, Catalan cuisine is now enjoying international recognition and prestige, although many authors highlight its tradition as the basis of its current
success. For some years now, the food guides, in particular Michelin, and
groups of chefs and magazines, such as the British magazine ‘Restaurant’,
have awarded international recognition to Catalan cuisine. Perhaps the best
example of this is Ferran Adrià being proclaimed the best chef in the world in
1999. It is at this point that we could say Catalan cuisine became the focus of
attention of the specialized press and its moment of splendour and international renown began.
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Alongside Adrià there began to appear a series of names that contribute
innovation and creativity to traditional Catalan cuisine, giving rise to what the
journalist Pau Arenós (2011) christened “techno-emotional” cuisine. Noteworthy names include Carme Ruscalleda (Sant Pol), who was proclaimed the
first lady of European cuisine, Santi Santamaria (Can Fabes), who achieved
three stars long before Adrià, the Roca brothers (El Celler de Can Roca), Sergi
Arola – a disciple of Adrià – and many others.
The concentration of Michelin stars makes Catalonia, in terms of demographics, the second most awarded country in the world after France, with
stars scattered throughout almost the entire region: in large cities and rural
areas, in coastal areas, inland and in the mountains…
Alongside the culinary vanguard, however, we still find traditional cuisine,
related to local products and proximity, market cooking and closely related
to the traditional holiday calendar, another of the country’s great tourism
resources. While at one time it seemed this was confined to rural areas, the
great chefs have proved to be fans of these dishes and it seems that in recent
years there has been a revival of this type of cuisine, reinterpreted with new
techniques and a more modern design.
The question is how to make visitors aware of the traditional values of the
local cuisine?

Theoretical background
Eating has been a basic need for everyone, also for tourists when they travel.
But the phenomenon that is currently being experienced concerning gastronomic tourism has been promoted, to a large extent, by what can be called
heritagization of gastronomy, which, at the same time, has made gastronomy
to be included in the cultural and tourism policies from the points of view of
public institutions and private companies (Aulet, Mundet, Roca, 2016).
Eating can be defined as a conscious and voluntary process, normalized
in different cultures and in which human beings are socialized from their
birth; therefore, it goes beyond the act of eating and is closely related to the
cultural and social framework in which it develops (Shülter, 2004). That is
why we can talk about the symbolic meaning of food in each society. Each
culture has a different way of preparing its dishes, which is conditioned by
the cultural values and social codes in which people develop.
We can define food as a factor of cultural differentiation that allows all
members of a culture to manifest their identity (González Turmo, 1999).
Thus, gastronomy can be included within the intangible heritage, recognized
by UNESCO as one of the areas to work for its enhancement. Most research
confirms the popular phrase written by the philosopher and anthropologist
Ludwig Feuerbach (1804-1872) in one of his works in the mid-18th century:
“We humans are what we eat.” Eating habits are related to cultural identity
and are influenced by cultural and social formation (Nunes dos Santos, 2007).
The concept of eating is more generic than that of gastronomy. Gastronomy is a clear example of the relationship between tangible and intangible
heritage and the landscape. Montecinos (2016), for example, defines it as
“the reasoned knowledge of the art of producing, creating, transforming,
evolving, preserving and safeguarding the activities, consumption, use,
enjoyment, enjoyment healthily and sustainably of the World Cultural Gastronomic Heritage, Natural, Intangible, Mixed and everything related to the
food system of humanity”.
Gastronomy is the art of preparing a good meal and is made up of a set
of knowledge and practices related to culinary art, recipes, ingredients, techniques and methods, as well as its historical evolution and cultural meanings.
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In this sense, gastronomy is also a discipline that studies the relationship
of human beings with their diet, the natural environment from which food
resources are obtained and the way they are used, as well as the social and
cultural aspects that intervene in the relationship. The Culture and Education Committee of the European Parliament recognized the importance of
food and gastronomy as artistic and cultural expression and as fundamental
pillars of family and social relations (European Parliament, 2014). Gastronomy constitutes the relationship between food and culture, including all the
culinary traditions and processes of each place. Intangible heritage is transmitted from generation to generation and its protection is a guarantee of
sustainability of cultural diversity. It is also, at the same time, an important
knowledge tool to be able to understand the different societies. Heritage
objects allow one to interpret tradition, build a certain relationship with
history and territory, with time and space. Contreras (2007) understands the
current explosion of heritage as a manifestation of nostalgia, understood as
a manifestation of modernity, such as, for example, the recovery of grandmothers’ recipes or traditional foods. This process of heritagization is a characteristic of modern societies that makes us remember aspects of daily life
that we had forgotten. This process appears as a response, many times, to
globalization and homogenization that has led to the disappearance of local
demonstrations and productions.
Gastronomy is very much connected with heritage, and this links gastronomy with identity and community. Communities are places in specific
sites, and cultures are influenced also by the place where each community
lives. The landscape, the weather, the accessibility to different resources conditions cultural manifestations. The landscape is determined by how local
communities use it. According to Nogué i Font (2007), landscape and culture
are two connected realities. According to the Operational Guidelines for the
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention, cultural landscapes are
cultural properties that represent the “combined works of nature and man”
designated in Article I of the Convention (UNESCO). Cultural landscapes are
examples of the evolution of human society and settlements throughout
history, influenced by the limitations and/or opportunities presented by their
natural environment (Tylor and Lenon, 2011). “The modern notion of cultural
landscape expresses a wide variety of relationships, physical and associative,
of populations with their territory and their natural elements. It draws on a
word, landscape, which has long been restricted to a particular relationship
with the environment, found in some cultures, and more recently, and with
the addition of “cultural”, has been expanded to describe all forms of these
relationships. “(Mitchell et al., 2009).
Landscapes are the result of environmental, social and cultural processes
that have occurred over time in a given territory. The Ministry of Culture drew
up a National Plan for Cultural Landscapes which highlights the fact that the
interest or value of landscapes does not lie so much in their beauty but in
the fact that they are the result of an evolution marked by the modes of life,
policies, attitudes and beliefs of each society. As Birks et al (1988) suggested,
the conservation of the cultural landscape is not only the conservation of
nature, since it requires the preservation of traditional practices of land use,
buildings, walls and other components. In the contemporary context, this
increases the importance of local production and local products, as it can
be deduced from the growth of trends such as slow food or km0. Traditional
food products are important elements of European identity and heritage, as
they promote the sustainability of rural areas (Guerrero et al, 2009). Nogue i
Font (2007) affirms that agricultural landscapes and traditional agricultural
activities must be preserved, not only for identity and ecological reasons but
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also for economic reasons, related to the sector and other sectors that they
can take advantage of, such as tourism.
In this sense, gastronomic tourism provides a region with authenticity
and distinction, a fact that is increasingly important in a context of homogenization, or, as she puts it in a culinary sense, McDonaldization (Hjalager
& Richards, 2002; Timothy & Amos, 2013) Gastronomy is an element that
has been ever-present in the daily lives of any culture (Blakey, 2011). Visitors
have a need to appreciate the atmosphere of the place they visit, to enjoy
local food, to discover the place’s traditions or to take part in a specific event.
Along these lines, a response is provided by the appearance of wine tourism,
culinary tourism or olive-oil tourism (López and Sánchez; 2012). As a tourist
resource, gastronomy is appreciated for its ability to adapt to new trends
in cultural consumption: it allows a more experience-based, participative
approximation to a culture, rather than one that is strictly contemplative
(Grande, 2001). Poulain (2004) affirms that the act of feeding is one of the
essential acts of the trip that allows one to come into the first-hand contact
with the autochthonous culture, it is a daily act.

Results
For analysing the perception of local gastronomy and their associated values
two focus groups were organised with students from the Master in Cultural
Tourism of the University of Girona, including local and international students.
In the first focus group, students received a portion of a traditional dish,
stuffed snails. They were asked to taste this plate while observing their
reaction. After this, a presentation of Catalan cuisine was given, and some
questions were put to know the knowledge and perception students had
local gastronomy. The second focus group was done with the same students
but in this case, it was more like a workshop where each student prepared a
traditional dish of their culture, explained the meaning of the recipe and the
origin of the products. After the presentation, students had the chance to
taste all the plates.
Following the focus groups, a short questionnaire was prepared. The
questionnaire was sent among former students and current students from
the different master’s programs of the Faculty of Tourism.
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Before starting with the analysis of the results on the perception of Cata
lan cuisine, a series of questions were asked about the previous knowledge of
Catalan gastronomy.
Most of the students who answered the questionnaire came from different Latin American countries. As we can see in Figure 1, apart from the 6
Catalan students, 3 came from different European countries (France, Belgium and Portugal) and 1 from Iran. The other 17 students came from different countries in the Americas, including Mexico, Brazil, Ecuador, Argentina,
Bolivia and Chile.
According to the results, almost all the students (96%) had heard about
Catalan cuisine at the time of the survey. But when asked if the students
knew before or after enrolling in the Masters, we observed that 40.7% say
they knew before while 59.3% said that later. When asked if they had been
to Catalonia before the master’s degree, 50% said yes while the other 50%
said no.
From these data, together with the data from the focus group, what we
can extract is that, although some students already know Catalan gastronomy before taking the master’s degree and coming to Catalonia, after their
stay many have left with the knowledge of local cuisine.
Thus, when asked about the concept of Catalan cuisine and what its perception is, we do begin to see differences in the answers.
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EASY AND
TASTY

Most define Catalan cuisine as cuisine with local and healthy products.
The use of local products that match if both local and outsiders, but the
surprising fact that none of the locals considers Catalan Cuisine as healthy.
After the focus group, we realised the students coming from abroad consider
Catalan Cuisine linked to Mediterranean Diet and they associate this with
healthy food. On the other hand, local students have more in mind traditional recipes for celebrations which might not look so healthy as they are
stuffed dishes with a lot of meat, for example, or sweets and desserts. One
issue that is present in both, locals and internationals, is the fact of innovation that reflects the huge work that Michelin-starred chefs have done in the
international promotion of Catalan Cuisine.
As for the typical products of Catalan cuisine, Catalan students have
agreed with the calçots (a type of green onion that’s cook on the grill and
it’s eaten with a specific sauce), this fact is probably because the survey was
conducted in March and this is a seasonal product. In addition, the students
highlighted the black and white bull (a type of sausage) that is very typical of
consistent Catalan breakfasts.
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Figure 3. Ingredients in Catalan cuisine.

As for students from outside Catalonia, we can see that the onions also
were selected among the most typical products, but also olive oil. Olive oil
was not selected by the Catalans, and when we asked them about this, they
said that they were so used to it that they didn’t tought about it.

Inter nationals
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In the fifth question, we can see how the most well-known typical dishes
of Catalan cuisine are bread with tomato, Catalan cream, sausage and cannelloni. Bread with tomato is a staple of Catalan cuisine as the vast majority
of bars and restaurants when you order a sandwich or just bread already
put the tomato. In addition, there are also other typical dishes such as the
already mentioned calçots with romesco sauce, fideuà, rice broth, escudella
or escalivada, which are well known throughout Catalonia, and are a must
on restaurant menus.
In this graph, we can see how Catalans pay more attention to typical
dishes such as bread with tomato and Catalan cream and have not taken
into account other dishes such as xuixos (a sweet pastry or snails).
As for students from outside Catalonia, they like typical dishes such as
bread with tomato and Catalan cream, but they also know calçots, cannelloni and butifarra. This fact is probably because once they have come to the
autonomous community they have tried them. We can also see how they
have included the paella as a typical Catalan dish, this confusion maybe
because it is a dish from the Valencian community and therefore from the
Catalan countries, but not from the community of Catalonia.

Discussion and final reflections
People enjoy the local gastronomy. It doesn’t matter whether you are local
or not. Most visitors travelling to a destination aim at tasting local products
and dishes at least once. But there are a lot of stereotypes and prejudices
that may create confusion. When visitors arrive at a destination they might
hear about specific dishes or products, but in many cases, they don’t know
the meaning of the dish or the origin. For example, in the Catalan case, we
have seen that there might be confusions between dishes that are traditional
from other areas of Spain and not from Catalonia.
On the other hand, in the Catalan case, we can find a lot of restaurants
everywhere and for visitors is difficult to identify those restaurants offering
local food, local products and traditional dishes. One of the questions that
most students ask is where they can go to taste the local gastronomy.
Nourishing is not just eating; food is a physiological need with an important social and cultural dimension where tradition is a determining factor
in daily nutrition (Varela-Moreiras, 2015). Unlike tangible heritage, which
includes sites and monuments, intangible heritage refers to cultural processes
that “inspire living communities with a feeling of continuity, respecting the
previous generations and are of crucial importance for cultural identity, as
well as for the safeguarding of cultural diversity and creativity of humanity”
(UNESCO).
From the workshop, we have seen that gastronomy brings people
together. Students were very interested in knowing more, not only on Catalan gastronomy, but on local cuisines of their classmates. It was an easy way
to introduce history, culture and geography from different countries.
Gastronomy brings together two of the values the cultural tourist looks
for nowadays. On one hand, that which is “local” and different or even exotic,
and, on the other, that which is not tourism-based, by this they mean something that has not been thought of with the tourist exclusively in mind, thus
awarding greater value to authenticity.
But it’s not always easy. Sometimes we can face conflicts. We can find
people not willing to taste new dishes or some products. The reasons can be
different. One of the most common is the perception of what is edible and
what not. And this has much to do with cultural background. Half of the
students refused to taste snails as they consider it was disgusting. Another
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reason can be religious beliefs or personal options (for example, vegetarians)
(Cohen & Avieli, 2004). Communication is key to avoid misunderstandings
and also to communicate the history and the connection with the local community and landscape.
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• To understand the
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landscape within a culture
for the formation of local
gastronomy
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intercultural richness of
different tastes
• To examine gastronomy
as a bridge between local
culture and tourism in
different contexts
• To develop a tolerant and
respectful attitude towards
different gastronomic
traditions
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Summary

This case study focuses on Minho´s gastronomy, particularly the peculiar speciality
‘Sarrabulho’, and how traditional food can simultaneously enable preserving local traditions
and allow tourists to have a positive and memorable experience. Local gastronomy and peculiar
traditions are not always easily understood by outsiders and foreigners. Therefore, if not to
be appreciated, at least to be understood and respected, efforts must be made to explain its
origins and to celebrate its role as part of local culture. How can we communicate food culture
and gastronomic experiences so they can be better appreciated by tourists/foreigners? How can
tourists’ perception of local gastronomy be enhanced? What features should be included in a
gastronomic experience? What characteristics determine a gastronomic region? If a region aims
to be acknowledged and respected by its gastronomy, conditions must be created to facilitate
its perception and enhance tourists’ experience. The case study highlights the relevance of
storytelling when communicating culinary traditions and local food, and suggests some
initiatives which are believed would improve tourists’ perception of gastronomy.

Tell me the story before I eat
I had just started my new job as a young tour guide, back in the ‘90s, and
I was together with a group of German tourists in the Minho region, in a
picturesque town named Ponte de Lima. The whole group was enthusiastic as they heard it was one of the oldest “Vilas” in Portugal and they
were looking forward to tasting the local food and “Vinho Verde”. On the
bus to the restaurant, some passengers expressed their surprise about
the local tradition of calling red wine “Verde” (green). I did my best to
explain the origin of the name and I was happy with the way I handled it.
But that was an easy question because the biggest challenge of the day
was still to come.
When arriving at the restaurant, I realised that the programme prepared
by the organizing tour operator only mentioned Sarrabulho: a local ”specialty” on the menu. When we sat down and someone asked what exactly
Sarrabulho was, the waiter promptly translated it as a dish prepared with
pork meat, guts, and “mashed blood”, according to what she had seen
in the dictionary. There were several immediate reactions, and most of
them were not positive. The idea of eating blood was not acceptable for
some of the tourists, even if for no particular reason other than strangeness and preconception, or because they hadn´t a specific idea of what it
was. They were simply revolted by the idea of eating something made of
blood, even before seeing or tasting it.
I did my best to trace Sarrabulho, and all its elements, back to the status
of a local specialty. I had to be more emphatic in explaining its origin and
roots in the local farm-based economy, and culinary traditions. Special
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Gastronomy as Local Identity: The Case of Sarrabulho in the Minho
focus was placed on the underlying value of “nothing is wasted” that
gave rise to this hearty dish, made from all parts of the pig, including
blood, tongue, kidney, liver, or even the tripes. Throughout the meal,
some aspects like the texture of the tongue and liver, or the smell of the
tripe, were particularly noticed but in the end, most of the visitors had
tried it and liked it. ”Surprisingly, I kind of liked it”, someone said.
Like Sarrabulho, other Portuguese gastronomic traditions, considered as
local specialties and highly appreciated, include blood. Other dishes are
Cabidela (made with rice and a variety of meats and its blood, like chicken,
lamprey, or goat). For some people, these dishes are very special, but for
others, not so much, often because of their origins and why people have
decided to use these ingredients are not known by the public, particularly
tourists.

Gastronomy as a tourist asset

Topics for discussion
• How can we communicate
food culture and
gastronomic experiences
so they can be better
appreciated by (foreign)
tourists?
• How can tourists’
perception about local
gastronomy be enhanced?
How can locals participate
in this process?
• What features should be
included in a gastronomic
experience?
• What characteristics
determine a gastronomic
region?

Tourists are increasingly motivated by cultural aspects, and want to experience vibrant aspects of the destination, in a participatory approach. These
trends require an approach of constant adaptation and novelty attitude
towards tourism. Heritage has more and more to do with a social bond
(building stronger relationships). People relate to heritage in a more playful,
fun way. A different way of thinking is required to improve the tourist attractiveness of the destination. It is suggested that gastronomy provides opportunities for bonding through a grassroot, bottom-up approach to regional
development.
Food-related travel is certainly a trend that is currently in vogue. Foodways of an area serve as a potential attraction for tourists for whom food
has acquired a significance beyond that of providing nourishment for the
body. For them, food is eaten for enjoyment, emotional release, social prestige, and for the experience, adverse or otherwise (Lowenberg et al, 1979,
p. 133). In recent years, food and food-related tourism has become significantly important with gastronomy playing a major role in the way tourists
experience the destination and influence some travelers to return to the
same destination (Krivela and Crotts, 2006). Local food expresses national,
regional, and personal identity, and can enhance the image of a destination
(Choe & Kim, 208). Gastronomy is important for stimulating local, regional,
and national economic development, which has been recognized by destinations and tourism companies (UNWTO, 2012). In fact, in his classic work
Distinction, Bourdieu (1984: 6) shows us that the physical necessity of eating
is also a cultural practice:

cultural practices also appear in eating habits. The
antithesis between quantity and quality, substance, and
form, corresponds to the opposition – linked to different
distances from necessity- between the taste of necessity,
which favours the most ‘filling’ and most economical
foods, and the taste of liberty – or luxury – which shifts
the emphasis to the manner (of presenting, serving,
eating, etc.) and to stylized forms to deny function.
As Hughes (1995) points out, there is a natural relationship between a region’s
land, its climatic conditions, and the character of food it produces. Geographical diversity provides for regional distinctiveness in culinary traditions,
and cultural landscape and heritage. The principal challenge in promoting
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gastronomy tourism is to determine how to develop its positioning. On one
hand it can contribute to the conservation of traditional food patterns of a
particular region (realistic involvement) but innovation is also required, as
a warrant for the enrichment and enjoyment of the ever-demanding visitor
(fantasy involvement).
In the Portuguese context, gastronomy and wines are considered as qualifying assets of the Portuguese tourist offer (Estratégia Turismo 2027, 2017).
Regarding the specific geographic context of Minho, the most northern region
in Portugal, its food culture is influenced by several aspects. The region´s
landform, soil, climate, and annual rainfall are rather important, together
with the wealth, ideas, and products of Portugal’s colonial times. Portugal’s
geographic position as a bridge between the Celtic gastronomy and the
Euro-African Mediterranean culture of Semite origin, has also contributed to
a food culture of which regional society is fiercely proud. The foods of Minho
place great emphasis upon high quality locally produced primary products
(Edwards, 1998).
In the gastronomic culture of Minho, home cooking remains a factor of
pride for the individual and the community, perhaps the reason for the abundance of food-related events in the region. Traditional food is the “taste” of
the landscape; it is a way of life. Family/subsistence agriculture safeguards
the attractiveness of the landscape, possibly the biggest comparative advantage of Minho as a tourist destination. Local people maintain a close relationship with nature and traditional cultural heritage. For local people, the
landscape is a mirror of their lifestyle and traditional food.
One of the big strengths of Minho is that it has maintained its traditions so
that these ‘poor’ foods are now seen by others as something special – something that they themselves have lost; something worth cherishing. Whereas
traditional food is seen as an integral part of the local culture, tourists who
are unfamiliar with the culture often overlook Minho.
Traditional cuisine is not made from recipes; it is born out of necessity,
availability, and intuition, and it is codified not in books but in individual recollection or in common wisdom. Traditional cuisine is folklore, inspired by
the world in which its creators live, imbued with lessons about that world,
and passed down by a people among themselves, with infinite variation
and frequent adaptation (Andrews, 1996). It is important to recognize that
sustainable development of gastronomy is not just about preserving the
past, but also about creating the future. Cultural changes inevitably lead to
changes in foodways.
Minho was designated the European Region of Gastronomy in 2016. The
bid proposed that Minho establishes the foundation of its gastronomy by
focusing on a retro-innovation perspective, making the most of past recipes
and activities with authenticity or tradition and apply creativity to locally
sourced food and apply innovation to better understand and meet the needs
of today´s ever-demanding consumer.
Richards & Fernandes (2015) argue that a certain amount of ‘risk’ is
involved in all these strategies. In particular, the adaption of food to global
tastes can run the risk of separating food from its gastronomic roots and
turning it into a tourist pastiche. Trying to stick too closely to traditional
methods and presentation is also risky because it may fail to engage the
global consumer.
This case study emphasizes Minho´s gastronomy, particularly the peculiar
specialty Sarrabulho, and how traditional food can simultaneously enable
preserving local traditions and allow tourists to have a positive and memorable experience.
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Figure 1. Sarrabulho served.
Source: authors

Sarrabulho: an ‘obscure mixture of various things
without order’ or artistic, ‘porcine symphony’?
Experts on Sarrabulho find nothing ‘obscure’ in it and prefer to emphasise
its clarity as an harmonic ‘porcine symphony’, comprising “papas or rice,
rojões (meat with fried potatoes and crumbled blood, loin with ‘belouras’,
‘farinhotas’, roast potatoes, chestnuts’. It is this ‘symphony’, with multiple
variants and interpretations that, as is generally known, can be found in the
“traditional cooking” of various regions of the country. This “symphony” also
accompanied the Portuguese in their Diaspora, reaffirming identities and
memories of flavours that have persisted” (cit in Brito and Vale, 2011, p. 26)
“On the various parts of the pig: All its meats can be cooked (…) as can be
cooked all parts of the head, with two exceptions, which are the eyes (…). For
this reason, I say that of all animals the pig is man’s best friend.” (Routh, &
Routh, 2002: 245-246)
Since immemorial times pigs have been an essential food source for families in the Minho region, including Ponte de Lima. Pigs are relatively cheap
to acquire and easy to raise and fatten, living in a court, and growing steadily to be ready for slaughter. In the past, a pig would normally have been
slaughtered in November or December, at the homes of wealthier farmers.
The first Sarrabulho was a day of feasting in the house and neighbourhood. If
they were able to receive neighbours, they would all be invited to the meal.
If this was impossible, blood, meat, ‘belouras’, stomach, sausages and bones
were distributed to each house in the neighbourhood. That same Sunday
everybody would cook the tasty dish, the Sarrabulho feast. The rest of the
pig, particularly the trotters, hock, belly, and ears were preserved in salt for
cooking during the rest of the year or to enrich a soup.
Sarrabulho has long been introduced into restaurants, and its importance as
a factor of identity for the gastronomy of Ponte de Lima is widely acknowledged.

Sarrabulho: a cultural and economic resource
Today only a few towns receive more visitors than Ponte de Lima at weekends.
In what we cannot hesitate in calling a veritable ‘Gastronomic procession’,
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with visitors being particularly attracted by the authentic and inimitable.
Arroz de Sarrabulho à Moda de Ponte de Lima is the municipality’s largest
export, in terms of volume of business. Sarrabulho is tradition and culture,
but it also represents more than one thousand jobs, directly and indirectly,
dependent on restaurants and the whole pork and food service “cluster”. The
renown of Arroz de Sarrabulho from Ponte de Lima has steadily grown and
spread to the whole country to such an extent that among connoisseurs of
good food there are few who do not know about this gastronomic phenomenon that attracts hundreds of thousands of visitors to the municipality every
year to enjoy this typical dish in one of the most idyllic atmospheres in Portugal. The gastronomy of Ponte de Lima and Sarrabulho in particular, attracts
thousands of tourists, and is responsible for one of the most dynamic economic sectors in the whole region and provides for the livelihood of hundreds
of families and small family companies.

Need for information and interpretation
Like many other dishes, which are considered “strange”, around the globe or
throughout Portugal, Sarrabulho is not always understood by outsiders and
foreigners, as illustrated by the initial story. Therefore, if not to be appreciated, at least to be understood and respected, efforts must be made to
explain its origins and to celebrate its role as part of local culture. This is particularly relevant in the context of a region that aims at being acknowledged
as a gastronomic region or as an enogastronomic destination. Several initiatives can contribute to the recognition of Sarrabulho such as gastronomic
events, routes, festivals…
In the case of Sarrabulho in Ponte de Lima, and its leverage as a cultural
tradition and tourism asset, some initiatives have already been implemented,
and others, although planned since some time ago, are still unrealized, e.g.
a thematic route.

Initiatives promoting Sarrabulho as a cultural
gastronomic tradition and tourist asset

Confraria Gastronómica do Sarrabulho (Gastronomic Guild of Sarrabulho) à
Moda de Ponte de Lima is set in 2003. One of the first conditions for the
protection and leverage of a gastronomic tradition is the existence of organizations that work in favour of its protection and valorisation. One such
organisation is a Confraria (Guild). The Confraria do Sarrabulho was born in
2003, during a Tourism Symposium organised by the Ponte de Lima Agriculture and Rural Development Vocational Training School, with the theme of
Traditional Products – Protection of Controlled Appellations (Brito and Vale,
2011). This symposium, and therefore the Guild, reflected on the importance
of traditional products and ancestral methods of production, and drew
attention to the importance of Sarrabulho à Moda de Ponte de Lima for the
local economy and to the need to preserve the quality of the ingredients used
in its recipes.
Since its foundation, the Gastronomic Guild of Sarrabulho à Moda de
Ponte de Lima has pursued its mission with a wide range of initiatives, including Gastronomic Evenings which meet certain criteria, such as presentation
of the particularities and specific characteristics of the way of cooking Sarrabulho (its wealth is in its variety); promotion of an exchange of knowledge
and practices among cooks and restaurant owners; the attraction of new
Guild Members; and, above all, the creation of networks and an opportunity
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for contact among Guild Members.
Sarrabulho was nominated as Maravilhas da gastronomia Portuguesa in
2011. The 7 Wonders of Gastronomy follows on from the promotion of Portugal’s historical and natural heritage, through the 7 Wonders of Portugal
program, in which the nominees are voted by the public instead of a jury. The
objective of the event was to divulge and promote the national gastronomic
heritage, based on traditional gastronomy, reflecting the gastronomy of the
regions that represent them as well as the components of good Portuguese
food.
Sarrabulho weekend – as part of the gastronomic festival: Fins de Semana Gastronómicos (The Gastronomic Weekends) are a large public-private
project in the country organised by Turismo Porto e Norte which is already in
its 12th edition and involves 78 municipalities, restaurants, tourist accommodation, farms, wineries and wine tourism spaces. These weekends, aim
at showcasing traditional recipes. Tourist enterprises, as well as restaurants
participating in the initiative, must apply a discount percentage of at least 10
percent on the rack price on Friday and Saturday nights.

How can Sarrabulho be better understood,
and perceived by tourists?
From the analysis of the literature and interviews with local stakeholders,
as representatives of Confraria dos Gastrónomos do Minho, some initiatives
are suggested which are believed would improve tourists’ perception about
gastronomy.

Creation of Gastronomic Routes

A gastronomic route is an itinerary whose objective is to make known a gastronomic culture of a given region or a variety of a certain product in a region,
through a range of experiences, such as tasting the dishes (or products),
but also its origin, production, and historical context. The idea of a gastronomic route about Sarrabulho is to facilitate the visitor’s encounter with the
environment and understand the context that gave rise to the underlying
culinary traditions. Routes must always have a historical and genuine part
and start right there with the production of products, or in the production
of final products. Therefore, it can be a way of boosting the local economy,
using its endogenous potential, and developing sustainable tourism.

Sold farm products at local markets and shops

Promotion of culinary and gastronomic heritage not only includes tasting
samples in the local, but also the acquisition of regional food products (Torre
& Pérez, 2014). There is a need to look, not just at restaurants and cooks but
also at the essential people upstream who prepare the pigs and the products
to be consumed, producing raw materials of incomparable quality impossible to replicate in any other part of the world. These products can be sold in
local markets or shops, by local producers and farmers. Cooperatives can be
a solution for some of those who are not formally organized or are too small
to establish their own selling points.

Gastronomy ambassadors – training initiatives for restaurant staff

Success requires skill, rigour, professionalism, and passion for the true flavours of the regional food of Ponte de Lima, making a difference and ensuring that Ponte de Lima as a gastronomic route or a place to meet, celebrate
or just enjoy a good meal is a mouth-watering suggestion. Restaurant staff
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are in a privileged position to be ambassadors of local gastronomy, and to
promote it as a landmark of local culture and to create a positive perception
through storytelling.

Conclusion
The described episode reflects the fact that local gastronomy and peculiar
traditions are not always easily understood by outsiders. Some dishes require
(some) preparation and contextualization. In a situation where a region wants
to be acknowledged and respected by its gastronomy, conditions must be
created to facilitate its perception and enhance tourists’ experience. The creation of spaces where gastronomy can be contextualized, namely thematic
events, gastronomic routes and interpretation centres. These spaces can be
more generic or specific, but they are fundamental because they make it possible to understand the relationship between man and the landscape, and
how gastronomy emerges from traditional economic activities and asserts
itself as part of the heritage and territorial identity. Ultimately, the episode
portrayed illustrates the need for training and preparation of professionals
working in restaurants, so that they are able to transmit not only the dishes
available, but also the ingredients, and above all, the underlying values and
traditions.
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Learning objectives
• to explain why gastronomy
is a relevant aspect of
any culture, with its
peculiarities, which reflect
environmental and cultural
specificities
• to explore how visitors
would benefit from better
interpretation conditions of
gastronomy
• to reflect on the strategies
that regions can implement
to position themselves as
gastronomic destinations,
enhancing tourists
experience (ex. restaurant
staff training; gastronomic
routes; prepare tourism
professionals to be
gastronomic ambassadors)
• to raise awareness about
the sustainability approach
to gastronomy, namely
zero waste; cultural and
social sensitivity; economic,
environmental, and social
sustainability related to
food
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Summary

Sauna has a long tradition in Finland and in this study, different aspects of sauna in Finland in
the 21st century are explored. The text describes present day small- and large-scale saunas,
some historical aspects, and how sauna bathing is part of the Finnish identity. In the process of
commercializing the tradition of sauna to suit tourism, one must recognize what characteristics
in the sauna tradition are of interest to today’s tourists and what modifications must be made
to suit the tastes of them. MacCannell claims that what tourists experience might not be
authentic. He introduces the term staged authenticity, a space developed especially for tourists
and, therefore, false, and inauthentic. Making use of terminology from Goffman’s dramaturgical
model of social interaction, MacCannell coined the concepts of “frontstage” and “backstage”,
denoting the areas developed especially for tourists, and the “true” local areas, where the local
people live and to which tourists usually have no access.

The Finnish sauna experience – scaring or daring?
Inez had come to Turku, Finland, on an Erasmus exchange. She was 21 and
this was the first time away from her family for a longer stay. Inez had
chosen Finland because she had heard positive stories about the country,
its people and exotic culture from other Spanish students. While still in
Spain, it had seemed natural that she would experience a Finnish sauna
during her exchange. Once she arrived in Finland though, she felt more
uncertain – all the fuzz seemed intimidating and the thought of being
crammed in a hot room with other people did not seem very appealing.
The Finnish tutor students had, however, decided to take the exchange
students and some local students for a weekend to a cottage on an island
in the Turku archipelago. They went by bus and with a connecting ferry
there. It was in a beautiful spot on some rocks and there was a separate
sauna building a stone’s throw from the main cottage.
As the evening fell, Inez was sitting with a few other students around
the campfire, chatting and drinking a beer. The sky was filled with stars
that Inez had not seen in the city. This was the perfect experience for
an exchange student. From the sauna she suddenly heard “Three…two…
one!” followed by a moment of mumbling and shuffling and then, suddenly, what seemed to be cannon balls hitting the water, followed by
shrieks of what Inez thought was pure terror. After that, laughter, and
more laughter.
The next day, whenever any of the sauna bathers had a chance, they
would, in a playful way, tease the ones who had not yet conquered the
sauna. The tension was being built up throughout the day and eventually
Inez felt that she was ready to test her limits and try a Finnish sauna.
It was already dark when the sauna was ready. Inez put on her bathing
suit and entered. The only light in the sauna came from the fire in the
stove. It was dark and Inez had to find her way with her hands. Then, as
expected, yet a bit shocking, a blast of hot air in her face! Seven students
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Topics for discussion
• What prejudices does Inez
have about the sauna and
how may these prejudices
affect her expectations and
experience?
• Before sauna bathing,
which aspects should
be highlighted to an
international visitor about
the experience?
• How could the local Finnish
students have supported
the Erasmus exchange
students better?
• How can a local sauna
experience become part
of touristic products in a
meaningful way?

were crammed in the sauna. What if somebody passed out? What if they
would not be able to open the door? What if…what if…
Someone was splashing cold water on Inez’s face. That felt refreshing.
She was told by the others to breathe through her hands, which was
good. Everyone was splashed with cold water, and they encouraged each
other to stand the heat. When water was tossed onto the rocks to give
more steam, everybody screamed “sauna” and laughed. The water bucket
was being passed around, more steam, more heat and as the minutes
went by, Inez realized that she was safe and among friends. This was a
unique experience shared with others.
“Three, two, one”, they all screamed and ran out to the beach. The air was
tingling the skin and her excitement increased as she stepped onto the
edge of the jetty. Inez shrieked with terror and jumped into the darkness,
just like she had heard the others do the night before.
Inez popped up from the water, laughing, with water up her nose and
in her mouth. Everybody was cheering and laughing, celebrating the
experience. Looking around at the bobbing heads in the water, Inez was
convinced that this was fun, intentionally being in an enclosed hot space
with these people, sharing this moment.

Introduction
To see a World in a Grain of Sand
And a Heaven in a Wild Flower
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour
William Blake, Auguries of Innocence
(Blake, n.d)
Culture can be said to be everywhere and nowhere. We do not always recognize the culture surrounding us and yet it is, as water does fish, surrounding
us. It is possible to see culture in the smallest of artifacts and of course in
other phenomena as well. When sauna will serve as our grain of sand, part of
Finnish culture becomes unveiled. But why has sauna become such a central
feature in the Finnish culture?
Saunas have multiple roles in Finnish culture:
• Saunas are visible in daily life as well as in prominent places and
contexts in Finland.
• Saunas symbolize Finnishness, and the concept is used for
branding Finland.
This case study will present both why sauna has become so important in
Finland and how the sauna relates to values and other cultural peculiarities
in the Finnish way of being and living. We will first present the Finnish way of
expressing identity and culture through saunas and then proceed by showing
how saunas are part of the country’s tourist brand.

Saunas as part of the Finnish identity and culture
Sauna can be approached as a cultural entity that embodies many aspects
of Finnish culture. Dramaturgy, as a sociological concept developed by Goffman (1956), is useful in describing a two-way relationship: people choose to
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play the roles they are given, and our surrounding culture confirms to us who
we are. When, for example, Finnish peacekeeping soldiers are posted for a
longer time, a sauna will be built. The sauna can be seen as soldiers living
up to what they believe is important and demonstrating the fact that they
are Finns, and that sauna is an important part of their identity; apart from,
of course, enhancing mental and physical wellbeing. Bringing this feature of
their identity into daylight is then positively underpinned even at the highest
level of the government:

“During the visit [to the UNIFIL peacekeeping operation
in South Lebanon], Prime Minister Sipilä also inaugurated
a Finnish sauna for the battalion.” (Government
Communications Department, 2015)
The quotation above clearly demonstrates that the sauna is something different than taking care of your personal hygiene; the Prime Minister would
not inaugurate 10 new showers in the bathroom. Goffman (1956) exemplifies
the importance of a stage, the physical environment, for performing a social
role with developments in the medical profession:

“[…] in the recent development of the medical profession
where we find that it is increasingly important for a doctor
to have access to the elaborate scientific stage provided by
large hospitals, so that fewer and fewer doctors are able
to feel that their setting is a place that they can lock up at
night.” (Goffman, 1956)
It is difficult to imagine going to a doctor’s appointment in a place where
the cultural artefacts would not mediate what we expect from a medical
doctor’s office6: a sterile environment, a minimum of personal belongings
visible, access to laboratory services (including nurses), and a colour scheme
of white, light green/grey/brown. It is that environment where a medical
doctor, in a long white coat, performs her profession. And just like a doctor
needs a hospital to act her role as a doctor, one common way of expressing
Finnishness is through sauna.
Thus, many a Finns use the sauna as a symbol for their Finnishness, their
identity and it has become commonly accepted as an institutionalized cultural meaning of the Finnish nation (Tillotson, 2020). The sauna is of course
also a central part of everyday life in Finland and in the Finnish lifestyle.
Sauna has become important in Finland for several reasons, some of which
reflect on the Finnish way of living. There is a sauna in the Parliament House,
there are shared saunas in probably every apartment building built between
the 1950’s and 2000, and during summers, Finns wash themselves in one of
the numerous saunas built next to the summerhouse, where they spend their
free time. The love of nature and spending summer at a cottage, going to the
sauna and taking a swim in the lake unifies the Finns and this simple life has
been thought of as an expression of equality (Periäinen, 2004 ).
What makes a sauna different from showers? Edelsvard (1991, p. 195)
quotes an episode from maybe the most prominent Finnish painter artist,
Akseli Gallén-Kallela’s autobiography, where the artist describes how he as
a child broke the norms of sauna bathing. The young child in his innocence
commented on a young woman’s naked body. This remark was not sexual but
6 Try doing a search on the web (“medical doctor’s office”), and you will understand what we
mean.
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still crossed the boundary for what was acceptable. Gallén-Kallela points out
how he then came to understand “the holiness of the sauna.” Sauna bathing
is, however, not holy in a religious way, but in a secular, sacral way. Bathing is
a ritual, a kind of Rite of Passage, a rite that must be performed in a certain
order. There are several ways in which sauna bathing functions as a gate to
another state of mind or body. Sauna bathing works as a gateway from, for
example,
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dirt from arduous work to cleanliness
Cold to warm
Stress to relaxation
The ordinary “toil” to a more relaxed and calm sense of being
Duty to off-duty
Workday to day of rest

Depending on the context, the symbolic meaning of the sauna varies. For the
peacekeeping battalion, the sauna undoubtedly symbolizes coming from a
dangerous context to a safe one – the soldiers would never go on duty after
having bathed. That would be doing the Rite of passage in the wrong order.
The same goes for bathing in the korsu saunas that were built and used
during WWII during the “Trench-war” period, i.e., during a kind of stand-still
in war operations (Tunturisusi, n.d.):

“The first thing soldiers on the front did, when retreating
from the actual line of fire to their rest shift, was to
have a sauna” [Kun tulilinjalta siirryttiin taaemmaksi
lepovuoroon, mentiin aina ensimmäiseksi saunaan]
A korsu is a wooden bunker built in connection with trenches (see figure 1 for
a korsu sauna).
Figure 1. JR 27:n korsu sauna
in Valkeasaari, 1943”. Source:
Vapriikin kuva-arkisto,licensed
under CC BY 2.0 (Staf)

The duty to off-duty transition is also an explanation for why saunas must be
built on Finnish merchant vessels. (Government Decree on the Living Environment for Seafarers on Board Ships , 2012) Yet another example would be
that when the work week was six days, the Saturday night sauna was a tradition in many families. The sauna-at-the- end-of-the-work-week-tradition
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changed to Friday night with the five-day work week, but the symbolism
remained the same: the work week was over and there was a time to rest.
There is of course also a transition from dirty to clean and from work to rest,
so the sauna bathing is a combination of a practical and symbolic meaning.
Traditionally, the sauna has been considered a sacred place, ‘a church of
nature’ (Sauna Culture in Finland , 2019). The connection between sauna
and nature is strong and combines the four elements of water, fire, earth,
and air that are believed to be essential to life in western cultures. The sauna
used to be the cleanest place, and as late as in the 19th century, this was
where babies were born and dead bodies were cleaned and clothed (Kalevala
viideskymmenes runo, n.d.).
Today, sauna is also a place to gather and get close to each other. Physically, but even more important, mentally, or even spiritually. In the sauna
families, groups of workers, soldiers or even strangers in public saunas
gather, calm down, and follow the norms of bathing. One norm is that sauna-bathing in Finland is void of sexuality. Being lightly dressed, or sometimes
even nude, does not allow for sexual innuendos, not to mention acts (Edelsward, 1991). Respecting the unwritten rule is so strong that for example, in a
Finnish comedy series produced in the mid-1990s, the then prominent politician Tarja Halonen (later President of Finland) could have a sauna together
with two male reporters for an interview, fully convinced that the episode is
decent and will not be used against her. (Lenso, 1996) They were, of course,
wearing bathing suits, and the president to be, had further wrapped herself
with a towel. The episode highlights many Finnish cultural features; a relaxed
approach to nudity, gender equality (female bodies can be seen without
sexualizing them), and the fact that saunas are places for more open and
relaxed communication.
There are also examples where the Finnish political elite used the sauna
to foster friendships for policy and commercial decision-making with foreign
politicians, in what is commonly referred to as “sauna diplomacy”. Sauna was
used as a form of social communication. Decisions and negotiations take less
time in the heat, cools down overexcitement and diminishes political differences. (Finnish Sauna Society recognizes the sauna diplomacy of the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs, 2011)
When entering the sauna people, along with their clothes, take off their
public roles (cf. Goffmann). In saunas people are alike, i.e., the fool and the
king are equal. The idea of equality also reflects on Finnish cultural values
(Lindman, 1999 (19)). The core of what Finnish people experience as Finnishness is the silence, the immersion of oneself in nature, isolation, and eagerness to withdraw from an urban to a rural environment.

A rite of interaction
Sauna bathing has above been described as a rite, and rites follow common
accepted ways of behaving. We can recognize for example weddings as rites.
Randall Collins (Collins, 2014) in Interaction Ritual Chains, describes what
could be called a common manuscript for weddings and sauna bathing alike.
Rituals have their own idiosyncrasies, but on a meta-level they appear the
same. First, a group assembles and establishes a barrier to outsiders. In a
sauna context this could mean collecting towels and clean clothes to wear
after bathing, and refreshments, and then gathering in a changing room to
undress or to change into bathing suits. The group of people has a mutual
focus of attention and might perform some stereotyped formalities during
the process. Such formalities can be drinking something (nowadays often
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beer, cider, or soft drinks), putting a birch sauna whisk in water, or simply
expressing positive expectations: “this will be great, it has been a while since
I’ve had a sauna”. These formalities and preparations build up a shared mood,
or, as Collins (ibid.) puts it, collective effervescence.
The outcome of the sauna bathing ritual is then a kind of group solidarity
and emotional energy in the individual participants (ibid.). The emotional
energy derives from the common experience of having been close together
and having relaxed – or enjoyed – something together. If the sauna bathing
was a first experience (compare to The Finnish Sauna Experience – Scaring or
Daring), the group might have formed a bond, and that bond may be demonstrated also after the bathing, as a symbol of social relationship. This kind
of symbols can be for example as simple as lingering in a towel for a while
instead of immediately dressing. Another such symbol would be sharing a
meal or at least light refreshments.
Applying Collins’s Interaction Ritual Chains theory to sauna bathing also
brings forth why it can be difficult to fully adapt this cultural heritage into a
tourism experience. Already the first steps when beginning the ritual, group
assembly and creating a barrier towards outsiders, imply that access to this
kind of sauna bathing can be limited – you need to have a group, and you need
to isolate yourselves from others. Thus, some modifications to the concept
must be made. The tourism experience needs to be easily accessible, fun, and
even extreme at times, however, taking into consideration, the original idea
of intimacy and privacy. The private, everyday sauna experience in limited
company will next be explored in a tourism setting. How is this cultural heritage being offered to tourists?

Sauna as part of cultural heritage consumption
Sauna is today part of the Finnish tourist brand and what used to be a private
practice, solely within the family and among a close circle of friends, has
been opened to international visitors as part of different travel packages. In
December 2020, the sauna culture in Finland was inscribed on the UNESCO’s
representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity (Finnish
sauna added to UNESCO’s Cultural Heritage List, 2020) Adding sauna to
UNESCOS’s list is likely to create further interest in, and awareness of, the
Finnish sauna culture.
In the process of commercializing the tradition of sauna to suit tourism,
one must recognize what characteristics in the sauna tradition are of interest
to today’s tourists. Some tourists may find the idea of undressing among
other people awkward or the thought of washing off their make-up and
destroying their hairdo simply terrifying. Renting a cottage in the outback
and heating a sauna might also be too demanding for an outsider and this is
one reason why there are sauna experiences created to cater to the tourism
market. The connection between nature and sauna is, traditionally strong
and connects well to the idea of sustainable travel and respect for nature
when travelling.
There are saunas that cater to a young and modern audience and that
attract both locals and tourists. Löyly (Steam) (see figure 2) and Allas Sea Pool
are two ultra-modern public saunas at the seafront of Helsinki, where there
are DJ: s entertaining and exercise and relaxation classes like Wine&Stretch in
combination with good food. In the City of Tampere and in the City of Kuopio
there are so-called sauna restaurants, where sauna and restaurant services
can be enjoyed by both tourists and locals. Since these spas are public and
people may come and go as they wish, the atmosphere is different, and you
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Figure 2. Löyly Helsinki Sauna
| Vadelmavene, CC BY-SA 4.0
https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/4.0, via
Wikimedia Commons

should for example be prepared to chat with strangers. This contrasts with
a private sauna, where you can enjoy the silence and lounge on the benches.
For the more adventurous Finns or visitors, there are also unusual places
for saunas. There are floating summer saunas in the shape of a wooden raft,
where people can enjoy a sauna in combination with a swim in the lake or the
sea. In Ylläs, Lapland, there is a sauna gondola ride/cabin, ideal for people
who love heights and scenic views. Combined with the 20-minute ride is the
possibility to explore the resort’s other saunas, fireplaces, and outdoor hot
tubs. A tourist can also purchase a sauna tent that is compact and portable
and ideal for mobile adventures. In some models the stove can also be used
to cook a hot meal on. As can be seen in the above, sauna for the visitor can
come in all shapes and sizes.
Figure 3. Sauna bathing guide
in different languages Source:
Sutinen, 2017
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The association Sauna from Finland has created a booklet on how to have
a Finnish sauna. This booklet can be found in receptions of hotels and spas
around in Finland (see figure 3). Is the booklet, however, enough to guide the
visitor to an authentic experience that appeals to all senses, and provides
natural relaxation?
Authenticity in cultural heritage consumption is a difficult concept to
clearly define (Reisinger, 2006). If a Finn were to judge whether the tourist
experiences above come from a Finnish sauna, that person may agree or
disagree; there are surely different views on what an authentic Finnish sauna
experience must or must not involve, being authentic.
Elderly Finns, who grew up in the decades following the Second World
War, have certain expectations of saunas. These expectations do not always
match with the more accessible and touristic spas, or the ski-gondola sauna
for example, can be very far from what they would call authentic sauna. They
would probably not even think about the experience as ‘Finnish sauna’ at all.
MacCannell claims that what tourists receive might not be authentic. He
introduces the term staged authenticity (MacCannell, 1973), a space developed especially for tourists and, therefore, false, and inauthentic. Borrowing
the terms from Goffman’s dramaturgic sociology, he coined the concepts of
“frontstage” and “backstage”, denoting, respectively, the areas, developed
especially for tourists, and the “true” local areas, where the local people
live and to which tourist usually have no access. It is the backstage where
authenticity resides; frontstage areas are considered totally inauthentic by
MacCannell. There are critical voices to this concept of authenticity, for what
is authentic? Isn’t authenticity in the eyes of the viewer? Very often, and even
if the physical environment is important, the social roles are in the centre,
and tourists are seen as the audience (MacCannell, 1973). Most tourists are
content with what the frontstage offers (partly because of the safety they
feel there), yet the backstage has its important role for tourism, too. First,
it provides the mystery, the sense of intimacy, which creates the feeling of
the “real”. Recognizing this importance, providers of tourism services often
construct false backstage areas to imitate authenticity. Thus, a continuum
between the two extremes is created, described by MacCannell in the following way:
• Stage 1: coincides with Goffman’s front region; tourists, however,
often try to go beyond it.
• Stage 2: front region that has been manipulated to resemble a
back region; changes are mostly “cosmetic”, only some of the
elements of the back region are imbedded to create “authentic
atmosphere”.
• Stage 3: front region that has been changed in such a way that it
totally looks like a back region.
• Stage 4: back region which is opened for tourists.
• Stage 5: back region, slightly altered and occasionally visited by
tourists.
• Stage 6: the ultimate backstage. Almost never reached by
tourists.
Stages three and four indicate the transitional zone between the two
extremes and they can be difficult to separate. Which of the stages tourists
will reach, depends a lot on their own motivation and the extent to which
they are ready to give up their “environmental bubble”. Contacts with local
people can be very useful and even necessary in reaching stage five. It can
be argued that Inez, the main character in our story, reached stage four and
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even five, thanks to the fact that she was introduced to a sauna experience in
the company of local people.
The above stages can help us re-think the tourism experience. For tourism providers at a destination this includes matching the visitor with the
‘product’, by balancing the familiar with the unfamiliar, aiding the tourist to
gain a deeper understanding and, hopefully, an experience that emotionally
involves them. There is a growing interest and curiosity among visitors to
experience the ’real’ life of local people; what they do and how they live. For
the tourism providers it is a matter of considering the local culture and not
being afraid of sharing the “backstage” to the visitors.

Conclusion
In this study different aspects of sauna in Finland in the 21st century have
been explored. The text describes present day small- and large-scale saunas,
some historical aspects, and there are some attempts to analyze how sauna
bathing is part of the Finnish identity.
The exchange student Inez in our story gets to experience the power of
sauna in a group of like-minded young people. The group comprises both
local Finnish students and exchange students, which enables guidance into
the ‘mysteries’ of sauna culture. An authentic sauna experience like Inez’s,
can only be achieved when it is possible for the sauna bathers to form a sense
of togetherness, a sense of group formation and a sense of belonging to that
group. In addition, the group should be limited size wise and timewise: people cannot come and go (like in a spa) because then a group will not form.
Important aspects of the sauna also include the pre- and post-sauna rituals. The sauna is not a place for anyone in a hurry. When the bathing is over,
it is customary to sit together and talk, enjoying refreshments and maybe a
light meal. The sense of warm skin and no make-up strengthens the ideas
presented in the case study about relaxation together without a public role.
Inez herself might not care whether the sauna experience was authentic or
not. In the end she had a nice experience and whether it was authentic or
not, is not very important for her. It is worth considering whether it is even
possible to determine if a place or atmosphere or experience is authentic;
who is to say what an authentic experience must be like?
Löyly and other spa-like facilities may be authentic in some sense but
perhaps not in all? After all, they are saunas in Finland, created by Finns,
for Finns and tourists alike – why would they not be authentic? If tourists
are taken to a spa sauna – is it cheating? Does the touristic sauna experience function as a lens to magnify the Finnish culture? It exemplifies a nicely
packaged and accessible experience but bearing in mind the historical connotations that saunas have in Finland, the experience feels superficial and thin.
In the end it is up to the individual to evaluate and decide for herself whether
an experience was enjoyable or not.
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Learning objectives
• To analyse preconceptions
in your own culture
• To discern and describe
possible preconceptions
related to the Finnish sauna
• To understand what
the sauna experience is
all about and why it is
important to the Finns
• To increase awareness
of how to create tourism
products from a cultural
heritage perspective
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Summary

This case study focuses on religious sites and their relationship with tourism activity. The
case study analyses three known religious sites (World Heritage Sites) in Catalonia, Spain,
considering their different tourism proposals and their functions as religious sites. In religious
sites multiple uses are performed by different visitors, how religious sites are presented is
analysed, also taking into account the sensory landscape of places as an aggregating element
of a religious atmosphere. Are these places just sites where architectural heritage, aesthetic
beauty and history stand out as the religious meaning of the space is not perceived by visitors?
Is the religious character of the site transformed due to tourists?

Visiting Catalonia religious sites
As a student of the Master in Tourism Planning and Management at the
University of Girona, I had the chance to spend almost one year in Catalonia. I am a Roman Apostolic Catholic and my family lives the Catholic
religion intensely in my home in Mexico. In fact, when I moved to Girona,
I looked for Catholic churches where they had masses in Spanish so that I
could continue with my religion in Girona.
Within our study program, we had also different visits and field trips and
we had the chance to visit the Basilica of the Sagrada Familia. Within my
master colleagues there were students from different countries, especially from south America, but we had also a classmate from China, Yu,
who does not follow any religion, was with me. When arriving at Sagrada
Familia, I was impressed at first by its grandeur. However, there was a
lot of noise, because there were many tourists outside the Basilica who
were queuing to enter, and I heard a lot of the noise of vehicle traffic in
the surrounding streets. However, when I entered this religious site two
things caught my attention. First, its interior is beautiful, with unique
architecture, and I had never entered a Catholic religious temple where
there were no images of saints. The second was the noise of the people/
tourists who remained inside the Basilica, which made it difficult for me
to concentrate to say a prayer since I have the habit of doing it whenever
I visit a church for the first time. In the case of my Chinese colleague, she
was impressed with the architecture but she did not notice that there
were no images of the saints and the number of people inside the religious site for the visit did not attract her attention or bother her.
The visit was carried out with an audio guide, which was fundamental for
the understanding of this heritage under the gaze and project of Gaudí.
In addition, the visit with an audio guide removed the noise of the people
inside the enclosure and transported you to the emotion of the history
of its construction and architecture. However, it bothered me and I even
found it a little disrespectful to convert that religious and sacred space
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Feeling Religious Heritage Sites in Tourism
Topics for discussion
• How can sacred sites be
presented to tourists
without losing their
authentic meaning?
• How can religious sites
offer different experiences
to visitors according to their
motivations?
• How can values in religious
sites be presented to
promote a intercultural
religious dialogue?
• What are the challenges of
international bodies like the
UNESCO in the preservation
of religious heritage? How
would you deal with these
challenges?

into a mass tourism hub, losing the religious and spiritual identity that
many people do not see, as was the case with Yu.
A few weeks later, again with the master colleagues, we had a field trip to
different World Heritage Sites in Catalonia and I had the privilege of visiting Poblet Monastery. A part from the impressive landscape and architecture we had the chance to attend the evening prayer of the monks. I
was very excited about that and the experience was wonderful because of
the sound of the monks praying fulfilling the impressive architecture. But
Yu decided to leave the church before the end of the prayer. When I went
outside I told her not to do this as it was disrespectful and she got angry.
We spend a long time arguing and I was trying to explain the importance
of behaving respectfully in sacred sites but the point she argued is that
she felt it was a tourist attraction more than a sacred site.

Introduction
Many World Heritage Sites (WHS) are part of the religious heritage of the
communities to which they belong, either in the form of tangible spaces or of
intangible values. Religious heritage, in both tangible and intangible forms,
are an important part of their communities. Religious tangible heritage is
most visible as it is often related to built heritage (temples, churches, etc.). It
is estimated that about 20% of the UNESCO World Heritage Sites have some
kind of religious or spiritual link with their communities, which is why the
UNESCO7 Initiative on Heritage of Religious Interest was developed. In the
various initiatives undertaken by international organizations such as UNESCO or ICOMOS8, the preservation and protection of the religious heritage
also begins to be contemplated. Religious heritage includes elements of the
built heritage of different religious traditions, such as cathedrals, mosques,
synagogues, among others. But it also considers those spaces with more
clearly intangible values, such as some of the cultural landscapes or itineraries such as the Way of Saint James crossing different countries in Europe
or Mount Wutai a sacred Buddhist mountain in China. In addition, the list of
World Intangible Heritage also includes elements that have a clear connection with religious traditions, like the celebration of the Kumbh Mela in India,
the practices related to the Viet beliefs in the Mother Goddessess of Three
Realms in Vietnam or the pilgrimage of the Virgin of Zapopan in Mexico.
This case study aims to explore different approaches to visitor’s perception of WHS based on three examples from Catalonia (Spain) where almost
al sacred spaces belong to the Catholic religion, among which there are the
ones studied: the Sagrada Familia in Barcelona, the Monastery of Poblet in
Tarragona, and the Romanesque Churches of la Vall de Boí, in Lleida. The
three sites are in Catalonia, but they are placed in different geographic and
tourist contexts, and they have different management systems as well.
These elements will be analysed as well as the comments and experiences of
visitors in the three sites to compare them.
Sant Climent de Taüll is a church from the 11th century located in the Boí
7 The UNESCO is the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, that
seeks to build peace through international cooperation in Education, the Sciences and Culture
and to achieve the SDG. Among the different programs it’s responsible for the World Heritage
Convention and the Intangible Heritage Convention. https://en.unesco.org/
8 ICOMOS is a non-governmental international organisation dedicated to the conservation
of the world’s monuments and sites. https://www.icomos.org/en
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Figure 1. Church of Sant
Climent de Taüll
Source: “Sant Climent
de Taull” by Albert T M is
licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0.
Source: https://www.flickr.
com/photos/54939472@
N02/6701704765

Figure 2. The projection by video mapping of the paintings
in the central apse
Source: Lluís Mundet Cerdàn, 2015
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Figure 3. The original paintings of the central apse of the
Church of Sant Climent de Taüll located in the Museu
Nacional D’Art de Catalunya.
Source: “Ábside de Sant Climent de Taull (MNAC)”
by santiagolopezpastor is licensed under CC BY-SA
2.0. https://www.flickr.com/photos/100759833@
N05/14213394373/in/photostream/
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valley, in the Pyrenees (north of Spain). The church is probably the most
famous example of the Catalan Romanesque. It’s fame is mainly due to the
paintings that were inside, which constitute one of the masterpieces of the
European Romanesque. However, the building itself constitutes a jewel of
Romanesque architecture. In 2000, Sant Climent became part of the set of
Catalan Romanesque churches declared World Heritage Site by UNESCO.
Today, the original paintings that covered the central apse of the church
are kept in the National Museum of Art of Catalonia (MNAC), in Barcelona.
Based on the remaining fragments of original paintings, a new museum
project has been implemented. This project includes the projection by video
mapping of the paintings in the central apse. This is an innovative means of
pictorial restitution that takes advantage of the technical possibilities of a
virtual reproduction of video mapping to show the visitor what the church of
Sant Climent de Taüll would be like in the 12th century, presenting the paintings integrated into the architecture of the building itself. The church is still
used as a religious building as it has occasional masses and local people can
ask to celebrate important events like weddings or funerals. Even there is an
entrance fee, locals can enter freely whenever they want.
The Royal Monastery of Santa María de Poblet is a Cistercian abbey
founded in 1151. It is in the south of Catalonia, in Tarragona (Spain), about
130 km west of Barcelona. Poblet is the largest inhabited Cistercian complex
in Europe, it was built between the 12th and 15th centuries. The Monastery is
made up of three enclosures and is surrounded by a defensive wall. In 1991,
the monastery was declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. It conserves
important elements such as the cloister, the church, the refectory, the chapter
house, the bedroom, and the scriptorium as well as the defensive perimeter

Figure 4. Panoramic view of the Monastery of Santa Maria de Poblet
Source: Guilherme F. Rodrigues, 2019.
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Figure 5. Panoramic view of the Monastery of Santa Maria de Poblet
Source: Guilherme F. Rodrigues, 2019.

walls. The church also preserves the group of royal tombs and, among other
considerable objects, the alabaster altarpiece from the Renaissance of the
main altar. All this architectural complex has become a place of great tourist
interest for its history, art and, for being a monastery still in operation, with
a community of around 10 monks. Cistercian monasteries follow the Benedictine Rule being one of the most austere orders following this rule. In 2007
they started a process of ecological reconversion, and, among the different
actions, they were focused also in helping local communities, so they employ
local people for the different services.
The Basilica of the Sagrada Familia is an exceptional religious project.
Located in Barcelona, its construction began with the first stone that was
placed on March 19, 1882. At the end of 1883, the Catalan architect Antoni
Gaudí took over its construction, a task that he perpetuated until his accidental death in 1926. Since then, other architects have continued the work
according to the original plans. Five generations have already seen the evolution of the religious temple in Barcelona, which is still under construction.
It stands out for offering a unique interpretation of Catalan modernism, the
artistic movement that spread from the late 19th to the early 20th centuries, attracting the attention of millions of tourists every year. The facade of
the Nativity and the Crypt was inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage list
(2004) together with other Gaudí’s buildings in Barcelona.
In this case study, we focus on sacred spaces and their relationship with
tourism. The three sites analysed are considered sacred sites and have a
religious function. At the same time, they are important heritage sites that
attract tourists with different motivations. The three sites have a mixed
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Figure 6. Renaissance
alabaster altarpiece, main
altar of Monastery of Santa
Maria de Poblet. Source:
Guilherme F. Rodrigues, 2019.
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Figure 8. Interior of the Basilica of the Sagrada Familia.
Source: Guilherme F. Rodrigues, 2018.

Figure 7. The Basilica of the Sagrada Familia. Source:
Guilherme F. Rodrigues, 2018.

audience from locals in religious rituals to simple visitors, as we will see
below.
The Church of Sant Climent de Taüll, in the Vall de Boí, presents a video
mapping of the reproduction of the paintings of the central apse within a
sumptuous Romanesque architecture, while the original paintings are preserved in the National Museum of Art of Catalonia (MNAC) in Barcelona.
Locals can use the church for religious purposes (prayers, religious events
and masses) but normally they use Santa Maria de Taüll as main church. The
use of the video mapping attract visitors, but not for religious purposes and
local people do not feel comfortable in using the church for praying.
Royal Monastery of Santa Maria de Poblet, a large active Cistercian
complex that preserves important royal tombs, is still used as a monastery,
opening its doors to visitors. Visitors here combine local public (Catalans
that go there for the historic importance) with international visitors because
of the WHS declaration and the proximity to Barcelona and Tarragona. Even
this, masses and religious events are held in the monastery with a very low
participation of tourists. The doors of the church are opened to everyone for
praying or attending religious services, and local people tend to go there.
Moreover, in the monastery it is offered also the possibility of doing retreats,
allowing to have religious or spiritual tourists.
Basilica de la Sagrada Familia, a pompous catholic basilica known worldwide for the architectural work of Gaudí, mixes sacred space and mass tourism, being one of the best-known postcards of Barcelona. Normally religious
celebrations tend to be quite crowded (before the pandemic) mixing locals
and visitors. One of the major challenges is to present the basilica as a real
parish in the neighbourhood, doing a lot of efforts and activities to engage
locals. However, locals tend to go to other sites because of the huge number
of tourists.
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Considering this relationship of carrying out a tourist activity in these
sacred spaces with their due characteristics and ways of presenting themselves to the tourist, many conflicts and divergences may arise, which are
precisely those that we will expose in this section with some testimonies of
tourists who have visited these places over the last 2 years.

Theoretical framework
The landscape is the relationship between people, place, and the result of
different natural and cultural components, which are perceived and interact
together (Swanwick, 2002). This context requires an understanding beyond
the observable and visible. This understanding clarifies the search for what is
behind the landscape, the search for symbolic meanings and values (Callai,
2000). The multiple sensory dimensions of objects, architecture and landscapes become an important issue to access contemporary studies of material culture and bring new perspectives (Howes & Marcoux, 2006). When one
examines the meanings associated with the various sensations and sensory
faculties of different cultures, one discovers a multitude of powerful sensory
symbols. These sensory meanings and values form

the sensory model by
which members of the same society “make sense” of the world or translate
sensory perceptions and concepts into a particular “world view” (Classen,
1997). Therefore, the sensory landscape mediated by the five senses, receive
external stimuli that are perceived by people in an interaction with the place,
where this same place gives us individual experiences related to memory,
culture and emotions.
Holy places or sacred sites are sites that have a symbolic meaning related
to religious and spiritual values and that, in a way, allow articulating the relationship between the community and religious practices, thus making possible the relationship between individuals and the transcendent, the divinity. In
those places, sacredness should be grasped. Therefore, for example, authors
like Shackley (2001) mention the idea of the spirit of a place.
Although the original function of most sacred places is linked to religion
and the connection with the transcendent, other functions have been developed in these spaces, which are related to new uses that are given to preserve
and conserve these spaces (Aulet, Duda, 2020). Among these functions,
tourism should be mentioned. The development of tourist activity in these
spaces can lead to significant transformations. This may generate tensions
between different uses and profiles of visitors: sacred by devotees, aesthetic
and commercialized by tourists (Kollas, 2004). Although visitors converge in
the same place, their practices are different, and the resulting interposition
of the site creates different realities (Bremen, 2006).
Sacred sites have religious and spiritual values that shape the spirit of
the place, these values are part of its identity, and must be preserved and
transmitted. Sometimes, when these spaces open to tourists, and depending
on the management strategies adopted, there is a risk that the sense of the
sacred gets lost due to overcrowding or excessive commodification (Raj &
Griffin, 2015; Olsen, 2019; Aulet, Altayó & Vidal, 2019). For the transmission
of spiritual values, it’s important to consider different elements such as the
services offered to visitors, including religious and tourist services (Shakley,
2001; Raj & Griffin, 2017; Aulet, Altayó & Vidal, 2019) or the interpretation
tools (Kanaan-Amat, Crous-Costa & Aulet, 2019). Interpretation can be used
to provide significant experiences at the same time that can help to avoid
negative impacts on religious sites (Cocossis, 2005). For example, in Montserrat Monastery different interpretation tools are used, like an audiovisual
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projection that aims at explaining to visitors the monastic life and the sacredness of the site making visitors more respectful.
Knowing and understanding the different stimuli caused by the landscape
present in sacred places can represent a way of involving and interacting with
the authenticity of the place, either by sound, smell, texture and/or view of
that space. Since these different stimuli caused to tourists by these sacred
spaces are present in their daily experience, these tourists open up to receive
them and it is from there that they become aware of the sacred space where
they are visiting. Experiences at sacred sites are complex and need to be considered holistically, comprehending all elements that are part of it: interpretation tools, landscape, services, among others, and especially considering
the atmosphere that can be perceived by the five senses (Andriotis, 2009;
Jauhari, Sanjeev, 2010; Singh, 2016; Olsen, 2019).

Results
To analyse the experience of the different visitors at the studied sacred sites
different visits to the sites have been done, to observe and to get acquainted
with the presentation of the site and the different interpretation tools. This
information has been complemented with an analysis of the comments
of Google review done by visitors after visiting the site. We have focused
especially on those elements that have negatively affected the experience
to understand the tensions generated and be aware of the main challenges
these sites are facing. There is a balance between the most recent comments
and some of them before the Covid-19 pandemic to show that some of the
issues where present before and after.

Sant Climent de Taüll

For this small Romanesque church, most of the visitors’ comments referred
to the architecture, not only concerning the church but also the bell tower.
It is also mentioned the beautiful landscape surrounding the site and that
fact that it is World Heritage Site. The fact that the original paintings are not
placed there but in the Art Museum in Barcelona is a recurrent comment
that disappeared when the mapping started. The mapping is very well valued
and appreciated even if the price of the entrance is considered a bit expensive
(5 euros). However, some visitors miss more information about the paintings
themselves and what they represent. Some of the comments that illustrate
these issues:
“They charge you 5 euros to see a projection; the original
is in the National Museum of Catalonia” (Google Review –
September, 2020).
“The guided tour was a complete disappointment. The
video projection that they put on is very good to get an idea
of what the paintings were like that is not there today, but
it does not give any kind of explanation. It should be called
a ‘visit’, as there is no guide and the video does not explain
anything either” (Google Review – August, 2020).
“I don’t like to find a TICKET OFFICE when entering a
Church. In the same town at 100m, you can visit the Church
of Santa María de Taull” (Google Review – September,
2020).
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“Five euros to see a video” (Google Review – September,
2018).

Real Monestir de Santa Maria de Poblet

In the case of the Monastery of Poblet, most of the positive comments refer
to the architecture and the good conservation of the monastery and the
surroundings. Visitors also value the guided tour. An important part of the
visitors also mentions that the visit is a unique experience and that it is a
peaceful place, with mystic and spiritual values. The negative issues refer to
the fact that an entrance fee needs to be payed. Since the pandemic, and
because of distancing rules, there are some complains about the guided
tours not taking place anymore although the price is the same. These issues
can be read in the following comments:
“Abusive with the price of admission. Even the children pay.
The church doing business” (Google Review – September
2020).
“Pay, pay and more pay ... it’s just a business” (Google
Review – July, 2020).
“The Poblet monastery is one of the jewels of the Conca
de Barberà. They have improved the museumization but
it is insufficient. The museum is not open to people with
mobility problems. The price of the ticket is getting higher
and the service is the same” (Google Review – September,
2019).
“We went to visit the place on June 29, 2020. We are indeed
in Covid times but what cannot be is that if a normal day
costs 10€ including the guide; without a guide, without
written information and audio guide, it costs 8€” (Google
Review – June, 2020).
“If you visit in the afternoon during the week, you don’t
have the possibility of taking a guided tour, nor do they
even have an audio guide, they simply give you a brochure
and find your life. They had closed rooms and yes, the price
is the same as if you had all the services” (Google Review –
September, 2020).

Basílica de la Sagrada Familia

When analysing the results for this site, the most repeated ones referred
to the impressive architecture, mentioning that is amazing, breath-taking,
wonderful, among others. It is considered a must if you travel to Barcelona.
There were also very positive comments concerning the audio guide. When
it comes to the negative comments, visitors refer to the price, which is considered excessive. Another negative element related to the booking system,
because it was difficult to find a slot of time to visit and the system is quite
complex. Finally, another issue pointed out was the overcrowding, that prevents visitors from enjoying the site. Very few comments refer to religious or
spiritual values. A few examples of comments are as follows:
“What a disappointment ... Permanent work that spoils
the visit, more than exorbitant prices, it is very difficult to
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reserve tickets. Nothing exceptional, therefore, contrary to
what I had been promised” (Google Review – September,
2019).
“26 euros for a cathedral that looks like all the monuments
in the city (Gaudí made Park Güell and the house on the
Rambla), and still under construction. Do not go there, you
will not miss anything, even the interior is not exceptional,
this cathedral is very expensive and its price is a scam”
(Google Review – August, 2020).
“Much less than I expected. Pure exaltation for Gaudí. Any
church or cathedral in Europe is more beautiful” (Google
Review – November, 2019).
“Very high value to visit the cathedral. A robbery” (Google
Review – June, 2019).
“I am a Catholic and I felt very bad! It was a dream to visit
the church ... But look at this ... I arrived and had to pay to
enter! They had various prices and we chose the normal
ticket ... We took the queue and entered the church which
is beautiful on the outside, but there is nothing inside ...
That’s right ... It looks like a hotel lobby with benches!
There are only two or three images ... To go down to the
place where masses are held or to go up you have to pay
more ... It seemed absurd to me and I was ashamed”
(Google Review – December, 2017).

Discussion and reflection
In this case study, World Heritage Sites in Catalonia have been analysed. The
three sites are also religious heritage and receive visitors, both national and
international.
Sant Climent de Taüll church is part of an important tourist attraction in
the Boí valley region and it is widely recognized for its external beauty and
because is located in a beautiful area of mountains

in the Catalan Pyrenees.
Furthermore, the imposing Romanesque style of the church draws attention
to history and art. However, there are weaknesses pointed out by visitors
when we approach the internal context of the church, especially concerning
the video mapping of the painting of the central apse, since this work of art is
one of the key points that have made it famous. At the same time, there are
complaints regarding the value charged for such an experience.
In the case of the magnificent Cistercian monastery of Poblet, the sumptuous cloister, the dome, the main altar and the sarcophagi of the kings,
together with the good state of conservation are factors that emerge from
the perception of tourists. Besides, it is considered a good place for a cultural
getaway within a religious setting. However, with the tourist activity, there
are many challenges to be overcome, among them, the value charged for
visiting is not well perceived by visitors. At the same time, the welcoming
of visitors is also considered a weak point, especially since the pandemic, a
relevant issue if we consider that offering a hospitable service is part of the
essence of a monastery.
Finally, with its architectural and artistic contribution, the Sagrada
Familia has a robust tourist success, drawing attention to its grandiose and
impressive construction. Inside it has spaces and forms where natural light
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is part of the artistic ensemble adding value to the religious and sacred environment, being noticed and exalted by tourists. However, this tourist focus
also entails weak points that are often evident to those who visit the Basilica,
as is the case of the price of the entrance that is charged to visit it, being the
complaints of many tourists, and the conversion of the church into a place of
mass tourism. Most tourist are not aware of the sacredness of the site, they
don’t inform before visiting the site. Consequently, the success of La Sagrada
Familia is touristy, that is, a secular success, being somehow opposed to the
original religious and spiritual function.
If we compare the experience obtained for the visitors in all the three
sites, we can see that in general terms they enjoy the artistic values of each
of the sites but in many cases, they require more information, for example,
they ask for guided tours in Poblet or for more information on the paintings
that can complement the mapping. On the one hand, data show that there
is an interest from visitors’ side to learn more about what they are seeing.
On the other hand, for those visitors showing interest in religious aspects
of the sites, in general, only Poblet has been well considered in the sense
that it preserves the atmosphere and the spiritual values; even there are no
specific interpretation tools to transmit these values, visitors can perceive
them. In the Sagrada Familia, it happens just the opposite, many visitors
don’t perceive the site as a church, and some of them looking for this type of
experience are disappointed. Similarly, in the case of Vall de Boí, the mapping
is more like an entertainment than an interpretation tool and disturbs the
spiritual atmosphere of the site.
Religious sites can be used as places of dialogue that can promote different values, such as tolerance, respect and interculturality but managers to
these sites don’t always consider sufficiently these dimensions in the experiences offered to visitors. In general, visits tend to focus on cultural and aesthetic values but don’t go deeper in what the places symbolize religiously and
spiritually, which means that there is a lack of coherence, sometimes, and
tourists don’t understand the sites they are visiting. Managers loose important opportunities for providing meaningful experiences to visitors and for
building bridges for intercultural and interreligious dialogue by connecting
sacred spaces, visitors and the place where they are located.
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Summary

The Erasmus programme and the underlying experiences have a huge potential to generate
long-term travels of young people, with significant impacts both on the travellers and hosting
communities. The international experience gained through studying, volunteering, or working
abroad is widely acknowledged as positive, giving students a huge boost to self-confidence and
curriculum enrichment, broadening their horizons and social links. A major benefit of study
abroad is the development of intercultural competence, to learn the culture of Self and Other
and to communicate across differences.
On the other hand, as long-term travellers, these young people can be agents of positive
interaction with the hosting communities, and be the best advocates, as key informants to
other travellers about local culture and traditions, particularly if they have lived and experienced
those traditions.
What determines the Erasmus students’ positive perceptions and willingness to spread the
word and positively influence others? and How can hosting communities take advantage of the
Erasmus mobility programmes to promote the territories as tourism destinations?
The case study describes the Erasmus mobility programme at Polytechnic Institute of Viana
do Castelo (Portugal), with a particular focus on the perception and experiences of students
taking part in the programme over the last 5 years. Results put in evidence that to seize the
opportunities mobility represents, local authorities and destination management organizations
need to understand that Erasmus students are potentially the best promoters and influencers
of the country/region at an international level; whilst they are also bringing their knowledge,
habits and own culture to Viana do Castelo, enriching mutual cultural understanding, exchanges
and richness.

From Portugal with love
A few years ago, I hosted an Italian student in my classes. Luca was on
an Erasmus mobility/exchange. When he arrived, he had some difficulty
with English, and although I could understand Italian, I didn’t speak it fluently. So, our communication wasn’t always easy... Sometimes he spoke
in Italian, and I would speak in Portuguese, and eventually we managed
to understand each other.
Luca had very interesting characteristics, as he was very sociable, and very
willing to learn, which made his integration easier. The way he performed
made me realize that he was an excellent student, and he would certainly
succeed even in the most prestigious universities.
As we usually do with Erasmus students, at a certain point in our talks, I
asked him why he had chosen Portugal and IPVC (Instituto Politécnico de
Viana do Castelo) for his mobility. After all, he even extended his stay for
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Topics for discussion
• What might be the reasons
that lead students to an
Erasmus exchange?
• What could determine the
Erasmus students positive
perceptions and bonding
with the host community?
• What aspects would
facilitate the integration
of Erasmus students,
their understanding of
local culture, and the
advantages of an immersive
experience?
• Consider the hosting
communities:
a — How can they
contribute to students’
willingness to spread
the word and positively
influence other’s “travels”
to that destination (other
students, families, or
friends)?
b — How can the hosting
communities take
advantage of the Erasmus
mobility programmes to
promote their regions as
tourism destinations?

another semester. His answer was:
My older brother came to study in Portugal a few years ago, in Porto, and
he was very happy about his experience. He loved the place, the people,
the culture, and its way of living. I came once to visit him, together with
our parents, and as we were travelling around the country, we also fell in
love with it and its fascinating atmosphere. I felt I could live here...
As a lecturer of international students, I am aware that students’ mobility is not the only important factor affecting a (degree’s and) Higher
Education Institution’s competitiveness, but also that it is greatly associated with the intercultural experience (Silva, Correia & Fernandes,
2005; Lesjak et al., 2015). Nevertheless, I was inspired and fascinated by
Luca´s answer. The importance of this experience in establishing bridges
between cultures, leading to a better understanding and valorisation of
the destination, resulting in an emotional bond, became stronger.
Indeed, Luca was so captivated with the country during his first visit that
he decided to apply for an Erasmus mobility here. In his case, the mobility
was to Viana do Castelo. During his stay, his parents and friends came to
visit him, as well as his brother who later returned to Portugal, this time
to work, and live, as he had found love during his Erasmus mobility and
therefore decided to settle in Portugal.
Due to Luca’s brother’s first positive (cultural) experience in Portugal,
several long-term travels occurred, including that of Lucas and his family, both in an academic context and a personal context, with relevant
impacts on the local economy... Portugal became a popular tourist destination for this family, relatives, and acquaintances, who became advocates of the destination.

Background
In its strategy for the modernisation of higher education, the European Commission highlighted the need to provide more opportunities for students to
gain skills through study or training abroad. The Erasmus+ is the European
Union programme supporting actions in the fields of education and training,
youth, and sports. The Erasmus Programme, which started in 1987, has been
one of the first initiatives to implement the fundamentals of the European
Space for Higher Education and lies at the heart of the Bologna Process. As a
mobility program, Erasmus enriches students’ opportunities for exchanging
cultural, professional, and personal experiences (Lesjak et al., 2015).
With an estimated budget of EUR 26.2 billion for the period 2021-2027
(compared to €14.7 billion for 2014-2020), the programme aims to support,
through lifelong learning, the educational, professional, and personal development of people in education, training, youth and sports, in Europe and
beyond, thereby contributing to sustainable growth, quality jobs and social
cohesion, to driving innovation, and to strengthening European identity and
active citizenship (European Commission, 2021).
Mobility of learners and staff is the flagship activity of Erasmus+. About
10 million individuals, including students, learners, professors, teachers,
and trainers in all sectors, are expected to participate in mobility activities
abroad within the programme. Through the unique experience of living,
studying, training, or travelling abroad, participants gain self-confidence and
soft skills, discover different cultures and build networks of interpersonal
and professional relationships with people from other countries. This fosters their employability and active participation in society and contributes
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to greater social inclusion and a strengthened European identity. With more
flexible mobility format and duration, higher education students will have
even more opportunities to study or to carry out a traineeship in Europe and
beyond (Directorate-General for Education, Youth, Sport and Culture (European Commission), 2021).
During the 21 years of this programme, two million students have moved
around the member states of the EU (the EU-27, plus Iceland, Norway, and
Turkey) (Gonzalez et al., 2011). The programme and the underlying experiences have thus a huge potential to generate long-term travels of young people, with significant impacts both on the travellers and hosting communities.
These young people can be agents of positive interaction with the hosting
communities, but also cause friction, especially when hosting communities
are more conservative, or socioeconomic inequalities and intercultural differences become more evident.
The determinants of Erasmus student mobility are very diverse: country
size, cost of living, distance, educational background, university quality,
the host country language and climate, country’s characteristics, and time
effects are all found to be significant determinants (Gonzalez et al., 2011).

Opportunities and benefits for participants
The international experience gained through studying, volunteering, or
working abroad is widely acknowledged as positive, giving students an
opportunity for professional and personal growth. This, in turn, can enhance
self-confidence, self-reliance and widening one’s horizon. The Erasmus
exchange allows meeting and experiencing new people and environments
within diverse cultures, learning a foreign language, experiencing leisure-related activities and appreciating different cultures. All these opportunities
are critical to boost students’ self-confidence and curriculum enrichment,
helping them to stand out in the job market and succeed in an increasingly
competitive international marketplace (Lesjak et al., 2015).
Thus, students benefitting from Erasmus funding and exchange opportunities are highly motivated, independent, and confident, have improved
their language skills and gained an international network of friends. These
students are more entrepreneurial than their stay-at-home counterparts,
and they can also expect faster career advancement.
But the Erasmus experience not only improves students’ career prospects
but also offers them broader horizons and social links. Students often change
their country of residence or work after graduating (European Commission,
2014).
A major benefit from studying abroad is the development of intercultural
competence (Kubota, 2017). However, these contexts are more likely to provide students with a better knowledge of other cultures, and not necessarily
to develop attitudes, which are fundamental for a real intercultural communication.
Students’ self-report of changes in knowledge, attitudes, and behaviours
after study abroad in European countries are identified in the literature (e.g.,
Kubota, 2017), with the knowledge component most changed, while attitudes only changed to a limited extent.

Opportunities and benefits for hosting communities
The Erasmus programme is a culture-led, life changing experience, impacting
both on the participants and the host communities. Exchange students and
Erasmus students can have a direct impact as academic tourists, not only
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with their own expenses related to their stay at the destination, but also by
attracting new visitors when family and friends come for a visit.
The impulse experienced by academic tourism has been of such magnitude that savings, which can be comparable to the impact of longer tourist
stays (Rodriguez et al., 2013). More and more national governments, regional
and local regions are interested in promoting their regions as destinations
for education (Cubillo et al., 2006). Academic tourism has gained notoriety
for counteracting the seasonality inherent in tourism and the possibility of
longer stays (Oliveira, 2021). International students become involved in the
everyday life of the local community, as well as consumers of the tourism
industry, often participating in entrepreneurial creativity and becoming
newcomers/residents (Malet-Calvo, 2018). Moreover, Erasmus students
can be the best advocates, as key informants to other travellers about local
culture and traditions, particularly if they have lived and experienced those
traditions (Vitoratos, 2015; Amaro et al., 2019). As long-term travellers, Erasmus students have greater opportunities to understand local cultures and
become advocates of the hosting communities abroad, particularly when
they go back home, and spread the word about their experience (Amaro et
al., 2019). What they have experienced and what they share, both in person
and through social media, will influence the perception of others about the
hosting country (Vitoratos, 2015). The way students are welcomed and the
support they receive from welcoming/hosting institutions are critical for the
experience and for a better understanding of the country culture. Indeed, the
role of organisations and of hosting communities are crucial to facilitate the
student’s integration. More, communities are strengthening their position
as attractive destinations, both for academic visitors and tourists in general.

Disadvantages: are there any?
Very few disadvantages are identified, and the existing ones are outweighed
by the perceived benefits. Paperwork is the most challenging issue for the
students in this period (Onen, 2017). Some students face cultural barriers
having to do with religion, gender roles, or communication differences (European Commission, 2014).
On one hand, the main problem students encounter during their Erasmus
programme seems to be communicating and socialising. On the other hand,
after an Erasmus exchange, the majority of the students suffer from what
can be referred to as “the post-Erasmus syndrome” (Onen, 2017).

Erasmus mobility at Instituto Politécnico de Viana do
Castelo
The Polytechnic Institute of Viana do Castelo (IPVC) is in the Alto Minho
region in the northwest of Portugal, which has a population of around
250,000 inhabitants distributed throughout a territorial area of 2210

km2.
It borders Spain to the north and east, the district of Braga to the south, and
the Atlantic Ocean to the west. The region is characterized by its rich natural
landscapes, and the harmony of its diverse ecosystems, – marine, fluvial, and
terrestrial, – makes it unique.
IPVC offers various educational programs (licentiate degree, master’s
degree programs, professional and technical programs, and several graduate programs), integrates several national and international R&D consortia
and projects in different areas of study, and cooperates with several higher
education institutions outside Europe, namely in Brazil and Central America.
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Mobility programs
IPVC offers its academic community several mobility opportunities for studies, training, or curricular and professional traineeships at national and foreign HEIs, if there is an agreement between IPVC and the intended institution.
There are different mobility programs which include mobility within
Europe, under the Erasmus+ Program (mobility of students and teaching and
non-teaching staff), and mobility outside Europe, through the International
Credit Mobility of Individuals and cooperation programs with various HEIs
outside Europe, namely in Brazil and Central America.
The Mobility and International Cooperation Office provides support in the
development and internationalization of IPVC and national and international
cooperation with Higher Education Institutions (HEIs), as well as in promoting the mobility of students and teaching and non-teaching staff.
IPVC has been part of the Erasmus mobility programme since the early
‘90s and over the years has received a considerable number of foreign students, seeking for an academic, but also personal and cultural new experience. The average number of students every year is of about 120, in total for
both semesters.

Welcoming and integration strategies
To support the integration of Erasmus students at IPVC, the institution created the concept of Erasmus Guide Friend based on the concept of “Buddy
Program”, associated with the Erasmus Student Network (ESN). It is expected
that this Erasmus Guide Friend will facilitate the integration of the Erasmus
incoming students and the international students in the academic and
regional environment, serving also as a contact point in the IPVC schools.
The tasks of the Erasmus Guide Friend are to receive, guide, and familiarize the international students with the daily issues of the academic life of the
school and IPVC, as well as to make the exchange students aware of the uses,
customs, and traditions of the region.

Figure 1. Erasmus students with the Mobility and International Cooperation Office
Source: Communication and Image Office, IPVC
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There is a set of aspects for a foreign student to take into consideration to
be properly integrated with the destination country and for which the help
and assistance of the Erasmus Guide Friends should be channeled. Finding
accommodation, introducing the students to the Erasmus coordinators of
the school and the coordinator of the course they will attend, are examples.
In addition, Guide friends also play an important role at introducing them
to the other students, and the associative bodies, informing about the IPVC
school calendar, organizing guided tours, in the territory of Alto Minho and
informing them about the particularities of the Portuguese way of life, and
local traditions like fishing activities and related gastronomy.
Also, for the Erasmus Guide Friends, there are advantages in performing
this role, such as the opportunity to experience different languages; improve
their knowledge of English by the frequent and fluent practice of the language; opportunity to meet new cultures; enlargement of the network of
contacts and new friendships and issuing of a collaboration certificate, which
will be integrated with the Diploma Supplement. This is clearly understood in
Vítor Mendes testimonial, about his experience:
As a Guide Friend I had many opportunities to develop my
language skills and at the same time I also had the chance
to teach the Erasmus+ students some words in Portuguese.
The main reason for me to become a Guide Friend was
to check that there was a need to support the incoming
Erasmus students, based on my previous experience as
an Erasmus student in Greece and Erasmus Mundus in
Azerbaijan, and all the obstacles and difficulties I had while
I was on mobility. In Greece I had no Guide friend, so it
was much more difficult to adapt. However, in Azerbaijan
I had my guide Friend and thanks to that my experience
was way much better and the way I absorbed the culture
from the country was wider. Many times, I was invited by
my Guide Friend’s family to have dinner, to learn some
more about their culture, religion, music, and history. I also
had my chance to share some of the Portuguese culture,
gastronomy, and history. Because of this Intercultural
opportunity I still have my second family abroad in
Azerbaijan, due to the friendship that we grow day by day!
In addition to the guide friends, IPVC also organizes, in close cooperation with
local organisations (e.g., city hall and tourism office), several events dedicated to help them to get to know the city and become familiar with local
culture. One of those events is the International Week, organized biannually,
oriented to promote the Erasmus Mobility program and related activities,
(namely) conferences covering a wide range of topics of interest, with the
participation of (its) national and international partners, as well as cultural
and traditional visits with the thematic ‘ERASMUS+ leverages Knowledge
Transfer between Universities and Enterprises’.
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Perception of Erasmus students
about Portuguese culture
Survey

A survey was conducted to understand the perception of Erasmus students
about their experience in Viana do Castelo, Portugal, as part of their mobility
at IPVC, about the cultural aspects. The underlying question was whether
these students would be advocates of Portugal and Viana do Castelo as a
destination, and if they would recommend it, both from an academic and
personal (cultural) perspective. The survey was conducted through a structured questionnaire, sent to 531 e-mail addresses of former incoming Erasmus students (over the last 5 years). Out of these, 79 completed and valid
questionnaires were received.

A picture of the IPVC Exchange student

Most respondents were males aged between 21 and 32 years, from several
countries, but mostly from Poland and the Check Republic (although IPVC
receives students from many countries like Austria, Brazil, Spain, Estonia,
Germany, Greece, Italy, Lithuania, Romania, Turkey, and Ukraine). More than
a third stayed in Viana for one semester.
About 15% were repeat visitors to Portugal, at least once. This means that
these international students had visited the country before their exchange.
However, most, in general, had previous awareness about Portugal (although
not necessarily about Viana do Castelo). Its cultural traditions and diversity
of attractions influenced the students’ choice, particularly for those who
were familiar with the country.
The students felt very welcomed in Viana do Castelo and consider the
local population to be very polite, hospitable, and tolerant. All students
praised the Portuguese people and their attitudes, with expressions such as
very kind; welcoming; very friendly; awesome atmosphere; attractive cities
and amazing people.
Figure 2. Description of
Portuguese Culture by the
former Exchange students
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What impressed them the most about Viana do Castelo were its natural
surroundings, the combination of the river and the sea, beaches, and the
historical centre, as well as gastronomy. Cultural heritage and resources are
thus at the forefront of appealing assets of the city and its most memorable
attractions.
Figure 3. Classification of
the attractions of Viana do
Castelo that most contributed
positively to the mobility
experience by the students

Learning objectives
• To discuss how Culture-led
mobility experiences, such
as Erasmus mobility, offer
opportunities for tourism
development, with impact
on the local economy
• To understand how
mobility experiences can
influence the perception of
participants of their hosting
countries
• To analyse that participants
in mobility programmes,
such as Erasmus students,
can have an important role
as advocates of the hosting
countries as tourism
destinations
• To recommend how
hosting communities can
take advantage of mobility
programmes by creating
positive experiences for
participants

When trying to understand the ease / difficulty of the students’ integration
in the new experience, only one (answer) option was given, and it was an
open-ended answer. The main difficulties of integration were language barrier; difficulty of the locals in speaking English; difficulties in finding a place to
live; difficulties in integrating at school and with colleagues; difficulties with
the Erasmus Guide-Friend; difficulties at school with the curricular units.
Very few students faced unpleasant situations and they were mostly
related with some to people not speaking English (supermarkets, cafeteria…), and others with more conservative behaviours (narrow-mindedness).
When also asked if they would repeat the experience or recommend Viana
do Castelo to other colleagues, nearly all replied that they would. Furthermore, some highlighted the same positive aspects already mentioned. Words
like “felt in love with Viana and its people” amazing and welcoming people,
delicious gastronomy and wines, safety, amongst other aspects were mentioned.
The positive impression these students had, to refer not only to Viana do
Castelo but to Portugal in general, as most have travelled around and visited
other cities like Oporto, Lisbon, Coimbra, or Braga. Their stay allowed for a
richer cultural experience, often beyond the hectic commotion and hustle of
tourist places. They lived both as ordinary Portuguese young people, often
going to supermarkets, to shops, and clubbing now and then, but also as
tourists, travelling around, and discovering the country’s natural and cultural
wonders. However, as their stay was longer, their impressions are deeper and
will mostly likely last longer. In addition, as their memories are mostly positive, and even impressive as mentioned in the literature, it will influence their
willingness to return to and speak positively of the country, when talking to
others.
Local authorities and destination management organizations need to
increase their awareness of these opportunities for the host community,
and work with IPVC in welcoming and in accompanying these young people
throughout their stay, as they are potentially the best promoters and influencers of the country/region at an international level.
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Summary

This case study discusses an experiential route (named Via Transilvanica) that crosses the
ancient region of Transylvania, nowadays part of Romania. The purpose of this route is to
immerse/engage the traveler into the nature and local culture of the peoples of Transylvania.
The case study describes the particularities of the 7 parts which make up the route and focuses
on how this route-based tourism product can impact economically and culturally the local
communities. Moreover, the case study explores the traveler’s drivers/motives for pursuing such
a journey and how he/she should understand (appreciate) the surroundings (infrastructure/
nature/culture/locals) for an enriched experience.

Adventuring in Transylvania… “on the other side of the woods”
Transylvania… A word that magically takes the imaginary of many people into a mysterious realm governed by a ruthless ruler who transforms
himself over the night into a bloodthirsty vampire.
Dracula has populated our imagination. Many travelers to Romania and
in particular Transylvania can only think about this famous character
from popular culture.
But have you ever asked yourself what is behind the story, the famous
film or the myth? Maybe it is time to go deeper and consider how locals
from Transylvania look at this. What is Transylvania for you, my dear
friends Anca and Matei?
Anca: “I often talk to people from outside Romania. When I proudly tell
them I come from Transylvania, the first thing they say is Dracula… In the
beginning, I thought it was funny, but then time and time again, it feels
a bit uncomfortable… and then I try to explain that Transylvania is not
Bram Stoker’s Dracula, nor Dracula. We have so much more than vampire
stories”.
Matei: “I do relate to that, Anca! It would be nice if visitors would want to
know more about us, and about this part of Romania. Maybe then they
could better understand Transylvania and why these myths were born.
Anca: Did you know that on a closer look, Transylvania comes from Latin
and it means “on the other side of the woods”? It is a historic European
region, with an amazing nature, nowadays part of modern Romania.
Transylvania is privileged by the cultural legacy of different peoples/ ethnicities which have lived and still live there today. In these fast-moving
times, where leisure activities may be about checking as many attractions
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as possible, there is always a slower alternative, i.e. to let oneself be
immersed into the culture of the visited destination, by foot or by bike.
Matei: And myths, and stories are also created in this context! Anca, have
you explored the Via Transilvanica yet? It is a cultural route in which the
travelers can smell the age-old forests, taste the local cuisines, see the
ancient villages with the surrounding vineyards and golden fields, feel the
chill of a shadowy forest and maybe hear the whispers of those who hide
away from sunlight (Matei says smiling with a wink).
Anca: I have walked part of it, and I have wondered how we could make
it a more meaningful and rich experience to our visitors and us, locals,
alike? Let’s find out a bit more about it!

Background information – Tășuleasa Social
Tășuleasa Social is a nonprofit organization that was established in 2000 by
Alin Uhlmann Ușeriu at the border of Bistrița-Năsăud County and Suceava, in
Romania. On the 17th of August 2021, the NPO marked its 21st year of operation. Over 25,000 volunteers have joined over the years, helping to launch
environmental, social, and cultural initiatives.
Tășuleasa Social’s purpose is “to change the mindsets of those around us
and to show that young people want to get involved in solving social problems. All young people who participated in the actions of the association are
prepared to carry out similar activities on their own. With us, volunteering
is learned through countless practical examples. Young people learn how to
plant seedlings, what is the role of trees and forest, why it is necessary for riverbeds to remain clean, what are the solutions for selective waste collection”
(Tășuleasa Social (n.d.).
During its 21 years of activity, the NGO thrived in accomplishing more
than 40 projects with focus on social, environmental, and cultural initiatives.
For Tășuleasa Social, it is important to involve young people and children in
community issues, which always underlie the social activities. Reforestation
activities take place where volunteers live, because in this way the right to life
of the trees is ensured by their presence. Success indicators are young people
who take part in such activities and their ability to share with the family and
implement at school or where they live the ideas and tools they have learned.
For example, Tășuleasa Social (n.d.) states, “[o]ur soul-stirring social initiative is the Christmas Truck, by which we distribute every year in rural deprived
communities packages with goods they need…Over 100,000 packages have
been delivered to thousands of children in the 15 years since we began this
initiative.”
The environmental actions are carried out in several directions: forestation, developing a system of selective waste collection and creating a tourist
route. The NPO tries to work with local communities to find the causes of
environmental problems, sensitize populations and explain that deforestation will always be followed by flooding.
In a community, culture is not just about appreciating a work of art; it’s
about taking care of the square meters around you, living clean, respecting others and saying “hello”. Caring for the environment is part of culture
because nature is what gives you everything you need to survive. For Tășuleasa Social, culture, care for the environment and social involvement cannot
be separated.
Over the years, the association’s headquarters have been visited by people
of culture and opinion leaders who have shaped their volunteers, supported
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Topics for discussion:
• To what extent does the
film industry influence an
image of a place and relates
to stereotypes?
• Who are the stakeholders of
the Via Transilvanica? What
are their interests in this
project?
• How, in what way, could the
locals be more involved in
this project?
• Through which means/
strategies can the project
Via Transilvanica make
visitors more sensitive to
the local cultures?
• How can the local
economies be stimulated by
a cultural route such as Via
Transilvanica?
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and promoted their actions.Volunteering is a commitment that every individual must make to society, to contribute to its development without expecting to receive anything in return. Respect for nature presumes sustainable
use of natural resources. “We must think globally and behave individually”,
according to the Tășuleasa Social team. Therefore, volunteering, social
responsibility, organizational culture, appreciation for nature, education,
and the growth of reciprocity and civic courage among young people through
their participation in social and environmental issues, represent the most
important values for the Tășuleasa Social Association.

Via Transilvanica – project and idea

The name of the route was not randomly chosen. It describes a part of
Romania known by its beauty – Transylvania. The route is still under development, currently measuring about 800 km and it can be fully done in several
weeks, or partially in several days, either walking, cycling or horse-riding. It
is marked with individually sculpted milestones, so that travelers don’t get
lost. It targets foreigners as well as Romanian citizens who want to know
more about their country. On the road, travelers can find drinkable water
and spring water from springs that are signposted and easily found. Visitors
can find accommodation at hostel-style houses or at the locals’ houses. The
locals are well informed about the trail passing through their village and welcome guests. The most important aspect is that travelers have the chance
of broadening their horizons regarding the nature, culture, and people of
Transilvania.

Where does the route begin and where does it end?

The full route of Via Transilvanica is composed by 7 different parts, which
correspond to different trails, as we will see below.
From north to south, the first region of Via Transilvanica is called by
Bucovina, representing the geographical bridge between Transylvania and
Moldova. All 138 km are dotted with picturesque landscapes and monuments. One of the most beautiful places in this area is represented by
“Fundul Moldovei’’, a region which consists of 7 villages, with traditions well
preserved by locals. The trip ends at Putna Monastery, which was ordered
to be constructed by Stephen the Great to thank God for the conquest of
the Chilia Fortress in 1465. When entering the monastery courtyard, every

Figure 1. Putna Monastery.
Source: https://www.
viatransilvanica.com/en/
guide
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traveler regardless of their religious belief can feel the spirituality of the
place. Every carefully cut flowerbed, well placed cobblestone, sounds of the
religious service and the breath-taking monastery guides the traveler naturally into meditation (reverence), into lighting some candles for the loved
ones and the symbolic use of chrism.
Further, the visitor gets in to the Highlands, which represents the region
which has taught people to adapt to nature and times. Among the 7 routes
on Via Transilvanica, the Highland stretch is the longest one, approximately
203 km. The route starts from Sovata, crossing the Mures Hills to Reghin,
heading to Monor, Posmus and Sieu. From Orheiul Bistriței it climbs towards
the Calimani Mountains through Bistrița Valley, next to Bistrița Bârgăului
and towards Tihuța Pass.
One of the important attractions on this path is the city of Reghin. Reghin
is most known as the “City of Violins” (Reghin City App, n.d.a), for the production of the violins, following Antonio Stradivarius’ model.
This region is home to many attractions and cultural experiences, having the influence of Hungarians and Saxons, inspiring art and sensitivity
through the manufacture of such delicate musical instrument. Their customs
and traditions have been preserved in architecture and traditions, such as:
“Fărșangul” (Carnival), Maifest, Fair of folk craftsmen, Midsummers’ night
and much more (Reghin City App, n.d.b). Anyone visiting this region will have
unique experiences, from dining at traditional restaurants and taking a bite
of the local cuisine, to visiting monasteries with a rich history and taking a
walk in natural reserves. One of the nature’s most beautiful gifts is located
14 km away from Reghin, in the commune of Gurghiu. Here, in the beginning
of May, travellers can witness the commune blooming with daffodill. The
Mociar Secular Oak Forest is another natural reserve, where nature lovers
can see oaks as old as 500 years. Moreover, the Forest from Șes is located in
Orheiul Bistriței, where you can meet the rare mottled tulip, a rare flower
species protected by law.
When visitors continue their journey, they encounter Terra- Siculorum, which
follows a 157 km track within the places inhabited by the proud Szekeler people. One attraction along this path is the Corund village, the most famous village of blue and white pottery. Further along the route, the Praid Salt Mine is
reached. It was first documented in the 1200’s and the salt mountain, which
the specialists say is probably the deepest salt mountain and also the largest

Figure 2. Route crossing
through Terra Siculorum.
Source: https://www.
viatransilvanica.com/en/guide
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Figure 3. Biertan Fortified
Church. Source: https://
planiada.ro/destinatii/sibiu/
biserica-fortificata-dinbiertan-90

in Europe, can be visited by hikers. When you pass by Szeklerland, traditional
painted gates and some Szekler customs can be admired. Journalists from
Pressone (Source: Pressone, 2021) called the Terra-Siculorum experience a
culinary journey where travelers can enjoy the Szekler cuisine and beverages,
alongside with the hospitality and stories of the Szeklers.
Visitors should not be put off by the seemingly taciturn look of some Szeklers, as after the first glance and after getting to know them a bit better,
visitors will find warm and lively people, honest and hardworking and with
a great respect for their traditions. With a bit more time and by engaging
and getting interested in their culture and local communities, visitors could
understand the places they visit better and also be more emotionally connected to these places.
On the Terra-Saxonum part of the route, the Saxon influence can be felt.
In the 12th century, the Saxons came from what today are France, Belgium,
Luxembourg and Germany and settled in Transylvania. One of the best-preserved architectonic legacies is represented by the Biertan settlement which
is included in the UNESCO World Heritage list.
Almost every house of the former Saxon villages looks like a little stronghold with at least one floor and attic and a huge wooden gate. A walk through
these villages transfers the travelers’ minds into a past time in which life was
settled and ordered and lived slowly by the hard-working inhabitants. Still
today, a considerable part of the food is produced/grown by the locals themselves and eating/enjoying such food is a memorable experience, especially
after several kilometers of walking. Although only around 36.000 Germans
(most of them identify themselves as Saxons) nowadays live in Romania,
their feelings towards Siebenbürgen (German name for Transylvania) are
thoroughly expressed in their Siebenbürgenlied (regional anthem composed
in 1848 by Johann Lukas Hedwig with lyrics by Maximilian Leopold Moltke)
which starts as:
Siebenbürgen, Land des Segens / Siebenbürgen, land of
blessing
Land der Fülle und der Kraft, / land of plenty and of
strength
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mit dem Gürtel der Karpaten / with the Karpathian belt
um das grüne Kleid der Saaten / encompassing the green
dress of crops
Land voll Gold und Rebenssaft./ land full of gold and wine
(Siebenbürgerlied (n.d.)
Figure 4. Bunești Fortified
Church. Source: https://www.
viatransilvanica.com/en/guide

The next part of the route, Terra Dacica passes through Pădurenilor Land.
In this region, mining was the major source for income and the locals are
often called “woods people”. The second part goes from Densus to Hațeg and
from there to Colonia Ulpia Augusta Traiana Dacica Sarmisegetusa, by its full
name. It was the capital of the Roman province of Dacia, founded between
the years of 108 and 110 A.D..
The people from this region preserve traditions like going caroling for
Christmas or wearing traditional clothes when going to church on Eastern.
The path goes through two important towns, namely Alba Iulia Carolina
and Blaj. Alba Iulia Carolina is built on the former Roman castra Apullum
and represents nowadays the largest star-shaped construction with 7 corners in Europe. The second town, Blaj, represents the place where Romanian
language was first taught in Transylvania and where the first Romanian
textbooks were printed. Based on its history, Mihai Eminescu, a notorious
Romania poet, called it “The little Rome”.
The journey will end by passing the Terra Banatica and Terra Romana
reaching the city of Drobeta-Turnu Severin, in the South-West of the country. The history of this settlement is strongly related to the roman castra
Drobeta. During Roman times, it became the first urban center in the region
and the third in the province of Dacia, after Sarmizegetusa and Apullum.
It is a region where Romanians, Swabians, Serbians and Hungarians lived
together for centuries: Banat in south-western Romania is a multicultural
region with a unique, mosaic culture. Marked by the Swabians village
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Figure 5. Sarmizegetusa
Regia. Source: https://www.
gohunedoara.com/

architecture, the houses, stables and barns form a perfect circle, with all the
houses being the same height and having the same distance between them,
in perfect symmetry. One local cultural hidden gem is the Banat breathtaking landscape: exploring its natural parks and discovering some impressive
sceneries, beautiful forests, magical lakes and waterfalls welcome travelers
into an unforgettable journey, accompanied by the local intercultural cuisine, mainly based on pork meat and full-flavored vegetables. Using thyme,
tarragon, cumin and hot paprika, the locals combined the tastes in a unique
way. Gastronomy is here also an important part of the local culture. The
trail stretches to the Danube River where remains of glorious Trajan’s Bridge
(the first bridge to be built over the lower Danube and one of the greatest
achievements in Roman architecture) can be admired.

Why is this adventure worth having?

As the team Tașuleasa Social says: “There are roads that inspire and roads
that remind us who we are”. Via Transilvania represents a beautiful trail that
shows the adventurer charming places of Romania which are not usually on
tourists’ checklists. Along this path people can explore the history from the
2nd century till the present, embracing the local culture and interacting with
local people. Along with the abundance of the information that the traveler discovers, certain perceptions might change (like that Romania’s rural
area would be a wasteland?) and fears might be faced (like how to cope with
spontaneous rain and wind in the middle of a forest/open field).
Along the way, the route also goes through poor villages, where houses
that sometimes do not have a bathroom can be found. Despite the poverty,
Romanians tend to be hospitable. A challenge that persists for locals and visitors is that like in many places in the world, there are some things that might
not be pleasing to the eye. More than looking at it and criticizing, locals would
hope and maybe expect that visitors are understanding and value mainly the
positive things that can make the experience memorable and meaningful.
To prepare the unique experience, a traveler’s guide (which can be downloaded in English, Romanian and German) provides all information needed
regarding the route, such as: distances, elevations, time, accommodation
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and out-of-the-ordinary information like how to react when seeing a bear
(Via Transilvanica, 2022).

Funding this project and volunteers

Most of the effort in designing and marking the route is done by volunteers.
People of all ages, but especially the young who believe in the values of this
project and who want to contribute to it. Still investments are needed to
fund more activities, materials and equipment. Being an NPO, most of the
funding for this project is based on donations either individual or at company
level. Moreover, the beautiful andesite milestones (pictures) can be funded
by everyone who wants to financially assist this project. Recently, an e-commerce website was launched which sells branded Via Transilvanica specific
products like t-shirts, mugs and the Traveler’s booklet.

Impact on local cultures and economies

Via Transilvanica can be considered a route-based tourism product (Nagy,
Piskoti, 2020; Chaney, 2017; Murray, Graham, 1997) and may have a positive
impact on local culture and economies. This route does not only cross physically Transylvania, but also culturally and economically. Culturally because
it crosses areas which were and still are culturally homogeneous and economically because it traverses areas (towns and villages) which try to regain
their glorious days. Many of these areas (especially rural areas) need and try
to reinvent themselves after the forced collectivization (of the agriculture)
(Andrews, n.d.) and industrialization during Romania’s communism regime
and the emigration due to the economic uncertainty of the transition years
(Părean, 2012).
Via Transilvanica could help these areas both culturally and economically,
yet the main question still remains open – How?
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Learning objectives
• To compare different
motivations for a traveller
to go on a cultural route
such as Via Transilvanica
• To understand how an
experiential route like Via
Transilvanica can make the
traveller more aware of the
local cultures they cross
• To reflect on the economic
and cultural impact of
such a route on the local
communities
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conferences and has scientific publications and presentations in her areas of
interest. She has also been involved in I&D national and international projects, along with projects with organisations.
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Mali, Brazil).
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